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FOREIDRD

At the simultaneous session of the WMO Commission for Aeronautical M~
teorology and the Meteorology Division of. the International Civil Aviation
Organization (Montreal June/July 1954), several recommendations were made concerning the uses of ground radar equipment in meteorological operations and
research. The Executive Committee noted these recommendations at its fifth
session (August/September 1954) and decided to request the president of the
Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation to prepare a report on
the interpretation of weather echoes on various standard types of ground radar
display and on the uses of ground radar for detecting precipitation and other
meteorological phenomena.
A draft report prepared by the president of CIMO in accordance with
this resolution was submitted for comment to certain members of the commission
who are experts in this field, and it was sUbsequently decided to establish a
working group of these experts to prepare the Technical Note required. This
group was set up.by the president of CIMO in May 1956 with the following membership : Mr. R.F. Jones (U.K. - chairman), Mr. J.P. Henderson (East Africa),
Mr. R. Lhermitte (France), Mr. H. Mitra (India), Mr. A. Perlat (president of
CIMO) , Mr. V.D. Rockney (U.S.A.),Mr. N.P. Sellick (Rhodesia). The group reported to the second session of CIMO (June/JUly 1957) that a start had been made
on writing the first draft of the note, and the group was accordingly re-established by CIMO, with the same membership, to enable it to complete the work
undertaken.
The present Technical Note represents the final report of the working
group. I am glad to have this opportunity of expressing to the members of the
working group the appreciation of the World Meteorological Organization for
the time and effort they have devoted to the preparation of this report •

•
(D.A. Davies)
Secretary-General
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USE OF GROUND-BASED RADAR IN METEOROIDGY
(EXCLUDING UPPER- WIND MEASUREMENTS)
Summary

For a full understanding of the potentialities of ground based radar
in meteorology it is necessary to have a clear grasp of what information the
radar will supply and what are its limitations. The ability to portray precipitation patterns instantaneously over a large area has undoubtedly led, on
occasions, to extravagant claims of what radar can do. Its inability to live
up to· these claims leads to scepticism among the less well-informed. In an
endeavour to present a balanced picture it has been necessary to deal at
length with the factors affecting the intensity of weather echoes. This we
have attempted in Part 1 of this Note.
Part 2 discusses the types of radar and displays which are readily
available. Ideally, high power equipments operating on a wavelength of 10 cm
and using large aerials are desirable, especially in temperate climates. The
present-day cost of such equipment is very great and it is probable that a
network of lower-powered radars operating on a wavelength of 3 cm would
achieve more useful results at less cost if the problem of transmitting the
data to a central office were solved. In tropical countries where precipitation rates are usually high great use can be made of relatively low-powered
sets.

The problem of recording and transmitting the data is discussed in
Part 3.· The need for coding and transmitting all detail of a radar display is
considered not to· have been firmly established and the invention of a code
for this purpose for world-wide use is considered premature. On the other
hana useful ·information can be supplied by a brief description of the general
weather echo picture and this could be particularly valuable in sparsely inhabited areas and also from ships at sea. Methods of transmitting the picture
are also discussed .and it is considered that the full potentialities of information from a network of radars received in this way at a central office
have hot been fully explored.
Part 4 discusses the distinct types of echo associated with various
weather features and the interpretation which can be placed upon them. It is
really only by first hand experience of using the radar information that the
fullest use can be made but this section attempts to summarize our experiences
with a view to conveying to the uninitiated something of what can be inferred
from a display of weather echoes.
Part 5 describes some echoes which, although some are possibly of meteorological origin, are hot associated with precipitation. They can at times
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SUMMARY

lead to considerable confusion if the operators of the equipment are not used
to them.
In Part 6 we discuss the practical application of radar weather information. The greatest use so far on an operational, as distinct from a research, basis has been in short-period forecasting, particularly for aviation. There is no doubt whatever that very useful results have already been
achieved in this field and it is likely that in the future meteorological
radar will come to be regarded as essential in areas where information is
sparse and rainfall primarily of a thundery character. In other areas also
the growing awareness of the pUblic of the precision with which rainfall information can be supplied for short periods ahead may reveal an unsuspected
demand for such information. Its usefulness in tornado and hail forecasting
is already being exploited in the United States and Canada.
Apart from the forecasting value there m no doubt that radar has been,
and still can be, of use in research work into precipitation processes and
patterns and in Part 7 we give some brief outlines of research which could be
pursued. Much usefUl research work could be accomplished using the simplest
radar comprising a plan-position indicator (P.P.I.) alone.

UTILISATION DU RADAR AU SOL EN METEOROLOGIE
(A L' EXCEPTION DES MESURES DES VENTS EN ALTITUDE)
Resume

Afin d'avoir une idee complete des possibilites quloffre Ie radar au
sol en meteorologie, il est necessaire de bien conna1tre les renseignements
que peut fournir Ie radar, ainsi que les limites de son utilisation. Sachant
qulil y a moyen de deceler instantanement de cette maniere des configurations
de precipitations sur une vaste zone, d'aucuns ont parfois surestime· les possibUites du radar. D'autre part, Ie fait que ces possibilites sont rarement
atteintes rend sceptiques les personnesles moins bien inforrnees. Pour essayer
dlequilibrer ces impressions, il a fallu exposer dans Ie detail les facteurs
qui ont une influence sur l'intensite des echos meteorologiques. C'est ce a
quoi nous nous sommes appliques dans la premiere partie de la presente Note.
La partie 2 traite des modeles d'appareilset d'ecrans radar facilement
disponibles. La solution ideale est celIe des radars decimetriques a haute
puissance qui fonctionnent a l'aide de grandes antennes,particulierement dans
les climats temperes. Cet equipement est actuellement tres coOteux et il est
probable qu un reseau de radars de moindre puissance travaillant sur 3 cm don'
nerait des resultats
plus utiles, avec moins de frais, si lIon pouvait resoudre Ie probleme de la transmission des donnees a un centre. Dans les pays tropicaux, ou llintensite des precipitations est habituelle~ent elevee, on peut
faire un grand usage d1appareils a puissance relativement faible.
La question de l' enregistrement et de la transmission des donnees fait
llobjet de la partie 3. On estime que la necessite de chiffrer et de transmettre tous les details des images obtenues sur les ecrans radar n'est pas
nettement etablie; il serait, semble-t-il, premature de mettre au point a cet
effet un code destine a un usage mondial. Par contre, une description sommaire
de l' image generale des echos meteorologiques peut fournir des renseignements
utiles, particulierement precieux dans des regions peu peup~ees et lorsque
provenant de navires en mer. Les methodes de transmission de l'image sont
egalement examinees et l'on estime que toutes les possibilites qu10ffrent les
renseignements d'un reseau de radars parvenant de cette maniere en un centre
donne n'ont pas ete entierement etudiees.
La partie 4 traite des types d'echos distincts associes a diverses caracteristiques meteorologiques et de la maniere de les interpreter. Ce n'est
vraiment qu'en acquerant une experience directe de l'utilisation des renseignements obtenus par radar que l'on peut en faire Ie plus large emploi; mais
dans cette section nous nous sommes efforces de resumer nos experiences afin
de donner aux non-inities une idee de ce que l'on peut deduire d'une image
d'echos meteorologiques.

XII

RESUME

La partie 5 decrit des echos qui, bien que certains soient peut~etre
d'origine meteorologique, ne sont pas associes a des precipitations. lIs peuvent causer parfois de grandes confusions si les operateurs n'y sont pas accoutumes.
Dans la partie 6, nous examinons l'application pratique des renseignements meteorologiques par radar. La question dela recherche mise a part, ces
renseignements o~t ete Ie plus utilises dans la pratique jusqu'ici pour la
prevision a courte echeance, notamment pour celIe qui est destinee a la navigation aerienne. II n'y a pas de doute que l'on a deja obtenu des resultats
tres utiles dans ce domaine, et il est probable qu'a l'avenir Ie radar meteorologique sera considere comme essentiel dans les regions ou les renseignements sont rares et ou les precipitations ont avant tout un caractere orageux.
Dans d'autres ragions egalement, ou Ie public est de mieux en mieux informe
de la precision avec laquelle on peut obtenir des renseignements sur les precipitations quelque temps a l'avance, de tels renseignements seront peut-etre
Itobjet d'une demande insou~onnee. Ailx Etats-Unis et au Canada, ils sont deja
utilises pour la prevision des tornades et de la grele.
Outre sa valeur pour la prevision, il est incontestable que Ie radar a
ete et peut encore etre utilise dans la recherche sur les processus et configurations de precipitations; dans la partie 7, nous donnons done un bref
aper~u des travaux· de ce genre qui pourraient etre poursuivis. Des recherches
tres utiles pourraient etre effectuees a l'aide du radar Ie plus simple compose d'un seul indicateur de gisement.

UICIIO.JTh30BAHliIE HA3EMHOrO P.A,ZJ;APA B METEOPOJIOrJZ['{ECK0X lJ,EJI.f.!X
(HCEnro~as Rao~AeHHH

H~

BliCOTHHM BeTpoM)

ArrH. Toro, ~TOOli nO~OCTbID o~eHHTb nOTeH~H~bHlie BOaMO~HOCTH
HaaeMHoro p~apaB MeTeopo~OrH~eCRllX ~e~gx HeooXOAHMO HMeTb lICHoe npeACTaB~eHHe 0 TOM, KaKyrD HHQiOPM~IDO Mo~eT
AaTh p~ap H rAe HaxoA,f.[TCJI rpaHHIJ;bI ero npldMeHeHllH. BOaMOlEHOCTb
AaTb XapaKTepllcTllKY OC~KOB OAHoBpeMeHHo no oo~moMY paMOHY Bno~
He eCTeCTBeHHO B~B~a B HeKOTOpbIT c~yqaHX He COBceM OOOCHOBaHHlie
3a.f.[B~eHHg 00 HCEnro~Te~bHWX BoaMO~HOCTHX p~apa. HeBoaMO~HOCTb ~e
npOBeAeHll,f.[ TaR:HX aa£rn~eHJ2[li B EllaRb nOceHma HeROTopbID neCCllMHaM
cpeAH MeHee OCBeAO~8HHWX ~Aeli. IIpH nOTIUTKe AaTb npaBll~bRyrD O~eH
KY nOTpeOOB~OCb Ao~roe BpeM& Ha TO, ~TOOli Ha~Tb QiaKTOpli, BXHgro~e Ha HHTeRCllBROCTh MeTeopo~O~ll~ecRoro H300p~eRllH
Ha 3RpaHe.
3TOMY BonpOoy II nocB~eHa ~aCTb 1 HacTo~eli 3aMeTRll.
HcnO~baOBaHnH

Bo BTOpoli 'lacTH npllBOA.ffilTCH y;m:e CYTI1eCTByrDrrwe B HaCTo~ee
BpeM,f.[ p~apHlie YCTaHOBRll. B Ka~eCTBe HAe~a II ocaoeHHo ~H CTpaH
YMepeHHoro R~aTa ~e~aTe~HO HMeTb Mo~e yCTaHOBRll, paooTaro~e
Ha 10 CM. BO~He. OAHaKO CTOHMOCTb TaKOrO OOOPYAOBaHllH B HaCTo~ee
BpeMH o~eHb Be~a, B CBJIaH C ~eM ceTb, COCTo~aH Ha MeHee MOmHbIT p~apHbIT yCTaHoBOR C TpeXDaHTHMeTpOBOli BO~HOli Mor~a ali AOCTHrHyTb XOpOillJ2[X peaY~bTaToB aa MBHbIIIy:rD CTOHMOCTb, ec= ObI o~a
pemeHa npoo~eMa nepeAa~ AaBHbIT B ~eHTp~Hoe MeTeopo~orll~ecKoe
oropo. B TpoftJ2[~eCRllx cTpaHax, rAe CTeneHb OC~KOB 06~HO Be~llKa, C
ycnexoM MO~HO llcno~aOBaTb yCTaHOBRll cpaBHllTe~Ho Heoo~bmoli MOm~
-HOCTH.
IIpoo~eMa perllcTpa~llll II nepeAa~ll AaHHbIT paccMaTpHBaeTcH B
'lacTll 3. HeooxoAllMOCTb KO~llpOBaHn,f.[ H nepeAa~ AeT~bHbIT AaHHbIT no
3KpaHY p~apa He BnO~He YCTaHOB~eHa, B CB,f.[3ll C ~eM paapaOOTKa Me:m:.AyHapoAHoro KOAa A~JI 3Tnx ~e~eli C~TaeTCH npe~eBpeMeHHoli. C APY~
roli CTOpOHbI MHoro n~e3Holi llHQiOPM~MM Mo~eT ObITb npeACTaB~eHO B
BMAe OOmero KpaTKoro OI!lllCaHHH Me'I'eopO~OrHqeCKOrO Haoop~eHMH Ha
3KpaBe j OCOOyrD ~eHHOCTb npeACTaB~HeT MaTepH~,
no~yqeHHbill lia Ma,.-;
~OHace~8HHWX paMOHOB H CYAOB, HaxOAHillliXCH B Mope. MeTOAli nepeAa~
H300p~eHH,f.[ TaR::lIl:e paCCMaTpHBaroTCH B AaHHoli 3aMeTKej aBTOp C~TaeT,
~TO He Bce BoaMo:m:HOCTH em8 Mcrro~oaOBaHbI B Borrpoce nepeAa'lH llHWOPMa~HH C ceTH p~apHWX CTaH~HM B OCHOBHoe MeTeopo~orll~eCKoe oropo.

XIV
B 4 '1aoTli paocMaTprrBaIOTcH onpe,l\eJIeHHhIe B:J!IAbI li306pa:aceHliH.
CBH3aHHhle C pa3JI:0:QHHMM JIBJIeHliJIMli nOrO,l\hI li Ta HHTepnpeTa~Hg, KOTopaH liM ,l\aeTcH.• HecMoTpH Ha TO, 'ITO TOJIbKO nYTeM HenOOpe,l\OTBeHHOro liOilOJIb3CBaHfiH ,l\aHHWX MO~eT OUTb nOJIyqeH ,l\OCTaTOQEHM O~T, B
GTOM pa3,l\eJIe ,l\eJIaeTCH IlO~TKa OOOOIIJ;l'ITb y.JR:e HaR:OIlJIeHEHM OIlHT C TeM,
-qTOOhI IlOKa3aTb TOMY, KTO elI\e He paOOTaJI 0 pa,n;apOM, KaKyro liH(\JOPMa.JJ;IDO
MO:lEHO IlOJIy-ql!ITb li3 H300pa:aceHliH :a:a 3KpaH8.

B '1aoTfi 5 OIlliOhillaroTCJI :a:8KOTOPH8 H30opa:aceHliH 3XO, KOTopHe
H8CMOTpJI Ha TO, -qTO MorYT liM8Tb li M8T80pOJIOrli-q8CK08 npOlicxo~eHHe
li8 CBmaHhI C OCa,n;KaMl2l. B T8X CJIyqaJIX, KOr,l\a on8paTOp H8 npHBHK K
HHM OHli MorYT BBOAfiTb 8re B 3aOJI~8Hrr8.
'1acTb 6 nOCBJIlI\8:a:a npaR:Tfi-q80KOMY HCnOJIb30BaHIDO pa,n;apHoM MeT80pOJIOrli-q8cKoM liH(\JopMa~liH. Hal!IOOJIbm88 npHM8H8:a:li8 3Ta HH(\JopMa~liJI
HamJIa B on8paTliBHhIX ~8JIJIX, B OT='lll:8 OT nayqHo-liCOJI8AOBaT8JIbOKHX,
H B 00008HHOOTli npH COCTaBJI8Hfili KpaTKOOpOQHWX nporHo3OB ,l\JIJI aBHwD;lifi. MO:lEHO KOHcTaTupoBaTb, -qTO B 3TOM OOJIaCTH y.JR:8 ,l\OOTlirHYTH xopoillH8 P83YJIbTaTH li n8T HliKaKI!IX cOMHeHliM, -qTO B 0Y,l\YlI\eM MeTeOpOJIOrfi-qeoKHM pa,n;ap oY,l\eT pacoMaTpHBaTbCJI KaR: H800XO,l\HMOCTb B OC008HHOOTH
B T8X paliOHax, r,l\8
M8T80pOJIOrUQ80KaH uH(\JopMa~liH H8,l\OCTaTo-qHa U
OOa,n;KI!I BhlIla,n;aIOT npeliMYlI\eCTBeHHO B BUAe rp030BhIX ,l\0~8M. B APyrux
pamoHax
TO:lE8 pacTeT YBep8HHocTb HaoeJIeHU~ OTHOOliTeJIbHO TO'1HOOTli,
C KOTOpOM nporH030pyroTCH OCa,n;Kli C MaJIOM 3aOJIarOBpeMeRRocTbID H
BMeOTe C
YB8P8RHOCTbID paoTeT li cnpoc Ha TaR:yro liR(\JopMa~liID. UeJIecooopa3HocTb MCnOJIb30BaRHJI pa,n;apa B M8T80pOJIOrliQ8CKl!IX D;eJIJIX oMna
y.m;8 ,l\OKa3aHa CIDA li KaHa,n;oM npli nporH03lipOBaHHH TOpHa,n;O li OOa,n;KOB
B BMA8 rpa,n;a.
KpoMe On8paTI!IBROrO HOnOJIb30BaHliJI B nporRocTH-qecKHx ~eJIJIX,
'ITO JIBJIHeTCH (\JaKTOM, pa,n;ap RaTI,l\eT OBoe IlpHMeR8liHe H B HCCJI8AOBaT8JIbCKOM paOOT8, CBH3aRHOM 0 H3yqeRHeM pa3JI:0:-qHWX npO~8CCOB H xapaR:TepHCTHKH CCa,n;KOB; B '1acTH 7 :a O:llCaTOM (popMe Jl[3JIO~8Ha TeMaTHKa
liCCJIe,l\OBaT8JIbOKHX paOOT, KOTOpH8 MorYT OHTh BHnOJIHeHhI. MRoro noJI83HhIX HayqHWX paOOT MO:lli:eT OHTb OA8JIaHO 0 nOMOlI\hID OaMoro npOOToro
pa,n;apa, OOOTOJIlI\8rO =mb. H3 OARorO n03H~MOHHoro HEAHKaTopa.

UTILIZACI6N EN METEOROLOG!A DEL RADAR EN TIERRA
(EXCEPTO LA MEDIDA DEL VIENTO EN ALTITUD)

Resumen

Para darse perfecta cuenta de las posibilidades que ofrece la utilizaen meteorologIa del radar en tierra, es necesario hacerse una idea clara
de cual es la informaci~n que puede facilitar el radar y de cuales son sus
limitaciones. Como el radar permite obtener instantaneamente una imagen de las
precipitaciones en una zona muy extensa, a veces se ha exagerado mucho 10 que
se puede hacer con el radar. Despues, las personas que no est~n bien informadas se muestran escepticas al ver que no se pueden hacer tantas cosas como se
decIa. Para poder trazar un cuadro equilibrado ha sido necesario tratar con
detalle los factores que intervienen en la intensidad de los ecoS de orIgen
meteoro16gico. Esto es 10 que hemos tratado de hacer en la Parte 1 de la presente Nota.
ci~n

En la Parte 2 se trata de los tipos de radar y de pantallas que se
pueden adquirir facilmente. La soluci6n ideal, sobre todo en los climas temp~
lados, serIa disponer de equipos de gran potencia dotados de grandes antenas,
que trabajasen con una longitud de onda de 10 cm. Hoy dIa cuestan mucho estos
equipos, y es probable que se pudieran obtener resultados mils 6tiles y m<fs baratos con una red de instalaciones de radar de menos potencia, que funcionase
con una longitud de onda de 3 cm, si se resolviera el problema de la transmisi~n de los datos a la oficina central.
En los parses tropicales, donde las
precipitaciones suelen ser intensas, se puede hacer un mayor uso de estaciones de potencia relativamente baja.
En la Parte 3 se trata el problema del registro y la transmisi6n de
datos. No se cree que este definitivamente demo strada la necesidad de cifrar
y transmitir todos los detalles que facilita la pantalla de 'radar y se cons idera prematuro establecer con este fin un c6digo que se pudiera emplei;lr en todo el mundo.Por otra parte, se puede facilitar informaci6n 6til med.iante una
breve descripci6n general de la imagen del eco meteoro16gico y esto puede ser
especialmente valioso en zonas poco pobladas y desde los barcos en alta mar.
Tambien se estudian los metodos de transmisi6n de la imagen y se 11 ega a Ia
conclusi6n de que a6n no se han explorado debidamente todas las posibilidades
que ofrece la informaci6n de una red de estaciones de radar recibida, de esta
forma, por una oficina central.
En la .Parte 4 se trata de los distintos tipos de eco asociados a los
diversos factores meteoro16gicos, y de la interpretaci6n que se les puede dar.
En realidad, hace falta una experiencia directa de la utilizaci6n de la informaci6n del radar para poder aproyecharla plenamente, pero en esta secci6n
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hemos tratado de resumir nuestras experiencias a fin de hacer ver a los no
iniciados algo de 10 que se puede deducir de una imagen de ecos meteoro16gicos.

En la Parte 5 se describen algunos ecos que no van asociados a las
precipitaciones, aunque en algunos casos puede que sean de origen meteoro16gico. Si los operadores del equipo no est~n acostumbrados a ell os, a veces
pueden dar origen a bastantes confusiones.
En la Parte 6 estudiamos la aplicaci6n pr~ctica de la informaci6n meteorol1Sgica obtenida por medio del radar. Aparte las investigaciones, su mayor
utilizaci6n pr~ctica ha side para las previsiones a corto plazo, especialmente para la aviaci6n. No cabe la menor duda de que se han obtenido ya resultados muy fitiles en este campo y es muy probable que en 10 futuro el radar se
considere indispensable en zonas donde escasea la informaci6n y donde las
precipitaciones tienen un car~cter fundamentalmente tempestuoso. Tambien en
otras regiones podr~ producirse una demanda insospechada de esta informaci6n
a medida que el pfiblico Se vaya dando cuenta de la precisi6n con que se pueden hacer predicciones de lluvia a corto plazo. En Estados Unidos y Canad4 se
ha aprovechado ya su gran utilidad par<l las predicciones de tornados y granizadas.
.
Aparte su valor para las prev~s~ones, no cabe duda de que el radar ha
side y podr~ seguir siendo muy fitil para los trabajos de investigaci6n sobre
los procesos y tipos de precipitaci6n, y en la Parte 7 trazamos un breve esbozo de las investigaciones que se pueden realizar. Se pueden llevar a cabo
investigaciones muy fitiles empleando el radar m~s sencillo, dotado solamente
de un indicador de posici6n sobre el plano (P.P.I.).

USE OF ·GROUND-BASED RADAR IN METEOROLOGY
(EXCLUDING UPPER-WIND MEASUREMENTS)

INTRODUCTION
During the second world war radar was used extensively both on the
ground and in the air and its enormous value for the purpose for which it was
originally devised is now well known. At first the radar wavelength was 6f
the order of a metre but as development progressed shorter and shorter wavelengths came into use. With the introduction of wavelengths of about 10 em or
less, and occasionally with the longer wavelengths, it soon became evident
that radar performance was being greatly influenced by meteorological conditions. Investigation during the war was primarily directed towards obtaining
a fundamental understanding of the phenomena and making use of the abnormal
ranges obtained under certain meteorological conditions, but it was obvious
that here was a.new tool which could give to meteorologists information of a
type unobtainable by other means. With the cessation of hostilities and the
consequent availability of surplus radars using wavelengths of 3 or 10 em it
became possible for meteorologists to acquire radar sets for their own purposes. Many countrip.s have made use of this possibility and much useful work
has been done in various parts of the world in exploring the potentialities
of radar as a meteorological instrument, quite apart from its use in following
airborne targets for upper-wind measurement.
The stage has now been reached when it is possible to survey the uses
to which radar may be put for both routine operational use in meteorology and
for research purposes. This survey may have particular value at this time
since the availability of serviceable surplus radars has decreased and meteorological services are faced with a decision whether to purchase for operational use new radars which have been specifically developed for meteorological purposes and, if so, the suitability of the various kinds of equipment for
the purposes intended. The equipment is expensive and the decision to acquire
sets for operational use is not easy to make. Accordingly the president of
the Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation has appointed a
working group to make the survey which is the subject of this report. The report concentrates on the operational use of conventional radars (excluding
upper-wind measurement) but also indicates· the research value of such radars,
with brief mention of lines of research employing more specialized items of
equipment or technique, such as would not normally be available to stations
not engaged primarily on research.
The working group responsible was :
J.P. Henderson

R. Lhermitte

East Africa
France
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A. Perlat
V.D. Rockney
N. P. Se llick
R.F. Jones

France (president of the Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation)

u. S.A.

Southern Rhodesia
United Kingdom (chairman)

References to pUblished papers have not been given in this note since
there exists a comprehensive bibliography compiled by Wilhelm Nupen for the
American Meteorological Society: Vol. 6, No.7 of "Meteorological Abstracts
and Bibliography" entit led "An Annotated Bibliography on Radar Cloud Physics",
July 1955. A large number of published papers (and some unpublished) have, of
course,_ been consulted and it is hoped that all authors will accept this
acknowledgment of the results of their efforts.

1.

BASIC THEORY AND FACTORS AFFECTING THE INTENSITY
AND FORTRAYAL OF RADAR WEATHER ECHJES

1.1

General remarks

Unfamiliar terminology often handicaps the meteorologist in his understanding of the theory of the detection of precipitation by radar. While it
is beyond the scope of this Note to delve deeply into the principles of radar
a brief description may be of some assistance o Factors of importance to the
detection of weather echoes will be dealt with in more detail in subsequent
paragraphs.
In principle, radar is an "echo-sounding" device in which the range of
a target is measured by the time taken for the transmitted energy to travel
to the target and back again to the receiver after being reflected at the
target. The bearing and elevation are determined by the direction of propagation of the energy. To obtain a detectable "echo" from a small target at
great ranges the power radiated must be great and in order to "hear"the faint
echo on its return the outgoing power must be switched off .while "listening".
For this reason the transmitter produces short bursts or pulses of high energy
electromagnetic waves (radio waves) of very short wavelength. The "pulselength" is a measure of the duration of this pulse and is expressed in microseconds, or in terms of length by multiplying by the speed of propagation
(3 x 10 10 em/sec).
To obtain accurate readings of bearing and elevation, and to concentrate the transmitted energy, the outgoing radiation must be focussed into a
narrow beam. Just as for a searchlight this is achieved by directing the radiation from the focus at a paraboloidal reflecting surface (the aerial). For
a point source at the focus a paraboloid would, of course, produce a parallelsided or pencil beam but, because of the finite size of the radiation source,
this ideal is not attained and a divergent beam results. The beam has a maximum intensity along the axis of the aerial but tapers away in other directions. The beam-width in one plane is arbitrarily defined as the angle between those directions in which the intensity of the beam is one-half the
maximum intensity. The rate of'decrease of power beyond the half-power points
is usually very great and for all practical purposes, except possibly with a
strongly echoing target at short range, the total radar energy can be regarded as confined within the beam-width as defined.
The same paraboloid is used as collecting aerial for the echo pulses,
from whence they are passed on to the receiver. In the receiver the echo
pulses, the intensity of which may be as Ii ttle as 10- 17 times that of the
outgoing pulses, are amplified and fed to a cathode-ray tube display in a way
·similar to that used in television. Separate displays can be used to give
range and bearing, or range and elevation of the target sending back the echo
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pulses, or range combined with amplitude of the received signals. Often two
separate transmitting and receiving equipments are,used to give simultaneous
range, height and bearing information.
As originally designed radar was, of course, used for the detection of
aircraft but any airborne particle will scatter electromagnetic waves and a
small portion will be scattered directly back to the receiver. The power scattered back depends on the size of the particle and the material of which it
is composed. To distinguish between the scattering capabilities of different
particles it is convenient to define an "equivalent echoing area" S, which is
the projected area of a perfectly reflecting sphere which would scatter backwards to the receiver the same power as does the partic Ie. The intensity of
back-scattered radiation at distance r from the scattering particle is then
proportional to S/4"r' and the "scattering cross-section" cr is defined as ~
4"

and represents the intensity at unit distance of the radiation back-scattered
from the particle in the direction of the receiver.
Although all particles in the beam scatter some energy back to the
receiver the amount scattered back by a single particle is so minute as to be
quite undetectable by any receiver. When the particles are large however (e.g.
of the size of a raindrop) and a number lie within the beam and at the same
range (strictly between ranges differing ,by half a pulse-length - see paragraph 1.5) the combined effect may be sufficient to give a detectable signal.
We now, therefore, examine in more detail the requirements for the
radar and "the assemblage of particles" that are necessary in order that a
detectable 's igna 1 may be recorded.
1.2

The fundamental radar equation

. The radar equation for the scattering of electromagnetic pulses by an
extended target, in meteorology an assemblage of airborne liquid or solid
particles, is
FKLcr

( 1)

where Pt is the transmitted pulse power, Pr is the average power in each echo
pulse arriving at the receiver, h the pulse length, Ae the effective aerial
aperture, r the range, cr the scattering cross-section of a single particle,
the summation being over all the scattering particles in unit volume, F is
the fraction of the radar beam ,intercepted by the target and K is an attenuation factor~ The y,arious factors appearing in this equation and related factors not occurring explicitly are discussed in more detail below.
1.3

The transmitted power, Pt' and pulse repetition frequency (p.r.f.)

In radar the power transmitted is in the form of bursts or pulses of
high intensity but of short duration, the time interval between pulses being
the' period during which the equipment is in a state to receive the echo pulses
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returned from targets within the radar beam. During the transmitted pulse the
receiver is rendered inactive to avoid damage by the strong outg.oing pulse
but very soon after the transmission is completed the receiver is ready to
receive signals. The small delay between cessation of the outgoing pulse and
recovery of the receiver to full sensitivity means that there is a minimum
range within which targets cannot be detected at all, or only with reduced
sensitivity. Except when a radar is being used solely to measure very short
ranges as, for example, when pointing vertically upwards, this minimum range
is of no practical importance being usually of the order of 1 km or less. The
time interval between pulses must be so designed thai signals from targets
within the radar beam have time to be detected at the receiver before the
next pulse is transmitted. If the echo signal returns while the next pulse is
being transmitted, or while the receiver is recovering full sensitivity after
being switched out, it will not be recorded. If it returns after the second
pulse has gone out it will be recorded as if due to the second pulse and
therefore suggest a target at a very much shorter range than was actually so.
The frequency with which pulses are transmitted, therefore - the pulse repetition frequency or p.r.f. - governs the maximum range at which targets can be
recorded. Since to be recorded unambiguously the pulse must have time to
travel to the target and back at a speed of 3 x 10 10 cmVsec a ·target at range
r cm can only be so recorded if the receiver is operative for a time of
2r 10 sec. Thus, if the pulse repetition frequency is p times per sec, the

3 x 10

maximum range r max ' for unambiguous recording, if the echo from the target is
strong enough to give a measurable signal at the receiver, is given by r max ~
3 x 10 10
.
2p
cm. For example lf p ~ 500 the maximum range of the recording eqUipment is 3 x 107 cm ~ 300 km. It is clear, therefore, that when dealing with
high power outputs and the possibility of strong echoing targets the p.r.f.
should be so adjusted that "second-trace" echoes, as they are called, will
not usually be recorded. Whenever unexpected echoes are recorded the possibility of second-trace echoes should always be borne in mind especially' if the
p.r.f. is high.
In equation (1) Pt is the power transmitted in each pulse over the
duration of the pulse and in radars for meteorological purposes may range from
10 or 20 kW to 500 or 1,000 kW. (Even higher powers are obtainable at great
expense.) The mean power radiated depends, of course, on pulse-length and
p.r.f. Thus for a pulse.duration of 2 microsec and p.r.f. of 500 when Pt ~
500 kW the ~ power radiated is only 500 W.
1.4

The received power, Pr , and receiver "noise"
There is a lower limit to the power received which can be detected by
any receiver. This arises because every radio receiver collects unwanted
signals from stray radiation picked up by the aerial and, in a,ddition, random
fluctuations within the receiving circuits themselves mask incoming signals.
There is therefore a more or less constant (on the average) background "noise"
against which the desired signa 1 must be detected. Detectabi I i ty decreases
rapidly as the signal decreases to below the noise level but the cut off is
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not sharp. For many practical purposes the noise level has been taken as the
minimum detectable signal level but other factors such as p.r.f., antenna
rotation speed and signal characteristics may determine . the absolute limit.
It is nevertheless very desirable that the receiver used should have a low
noise level and this is greatly influenced by receiver design.
For many radar receivers the minimum detectable signal is of the order
of 10- 12 to 10- 13 W. For a given radar, therefore, for which Pt. hand Ae in
equation (1) are constant, this minimum value of Pr decides the minimum value
of LO" which can be detected at a given range, r.
1.5

The pulse length, h

It will be seen from equation (1) that the received power is directly
proportional to the pulse length, h, so that as long a pulse length as is
practicable, having regard to good radio engineering practice, appears desirable for meteorological work. Apart from the difficulty of maintaining a high
power over a long pulse length, however, the pulse length affects the discrimination in range. Instead of pulse length the pulse duration in microsec
is frequently given in the characteristics of a radar but this can be readily
converted to pulse length by multiplying by the speed of propagation of electromagnetic waves in the atmosphere. To the accuracy required in meteorology
this can be taken to be 3 x 1010 cm/sec so that a pulse duration of 1 microsec
is equivalent to a pulse length of 300 m. Targets separated by a distance of
less than ha If a pulse length in range cannot be discriminated since echoes
received from the rear edge of the pulse as it passes targets at range r will
be received simultaneously with echoes from the leading edge of the pulse
passing targets at range r +~.

The decision on pulse length, within the en-

gineering possibilities, therefore, is a compromise between obtaining the
maximum received signal and the degree of resolution in range. Thus a radar
being used vertically pointing to measure variations in echo intensity in the
vertical would use a pulse duration of 1 microsec or less giving a resolution
of 150 m or less in the vertical while a radar to be used to give a plan position of precipitation occurring over a wide area, for which maximum sensitivity may be the over-riding consideration, may have a pulse duration as long
as 5 microsec giving a resolution of 750 m.
1,6

Effective aerial aperture, &,and beam-widths

The effective aerial aperture for a particular radar is difficult to
determine and depends considerably on the design of the reflector and the method by which the power is distributed from the transmitter over the reflector. For practical purposes it may be regarded as proportional to the actual
aerial aperture with the factor of proportionality probably about
some
authors, however, have used a factor of unity.

t;

Equation (1) (Which
reception) indicates that
so that for meteorological
engineering considerations

assumes the same aerial used for transmission and
the signal received is directly proportional to Ae
purposes the larger the aerial the better. Again,
impose limitations since large aerials accurately
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machined to the required tolerances are both difficult and expensive to make,
particularly for the shorter wavelengths where these tolerances are proportionately smaller. To give the aerial the necessary rigidity requires in general heavy construction and this in turn requires a more powerful motor for
rotating the aerial and strong foundations for the equipment. Maximum practical dimensions of aerials range up to about 10 m for a 10 em wavelength,
3-5 m for 3 em and perhaps 2-3 m for shorter wavelengths.
The aerial serves, in the same way as a searchlight mirror, to concentrate the transmitted radiation into a narrow beam and so the aerial dimensions control the width of the radar beam. Thus, although the beam-widths do
not occur explicitly in equation (1) they are implicit in the term Ae and are
of importance in determining the resolution of the system in the horizontal
and vertical planes.
If the dimension

of the aerial

in a particular plane is

d
A

beam-width in that plane for a wavelength A is approximately 1.9 d

then the
radians,.

Thus, to obtain a beam-width of 1° at a wave length of 10 em requires an aerial
having a dimension of about 11 m whereas the same beam-width can be obtained
using a wavelength of 3 em with a dimension of 3 0 3 m. In places where aerial
size is limited but a high degree of resolution is desired and particularly
for airborne radar, not considered in this report,it is clear that the desired result can be more readily attained using 3 em wavelength but this introduces other problems of attenuation which are discussed below (paragraph 1.12).
When the horizontal beam-width is 1° this means that two targets separated by less than 1° in azimuth cannot be separately distinguished by the
radar so that, for example, two rain-storms or intense parts of a single storm
at a range of 180 km cannot be resolved if they are at the same range and
closer together than about 3 km. As the range decreases the separate targets
will become defined which may give the impression that a previously continuous
echo belt has begun to split up into separate cells. (But see also paragraph
1.7 on effect of range.) It is important in all interpretations of precipitation patterns seen on the radar screen that the limitations imposed by the
beam-width of the equipment should be clearly understood. Similarly on a presentation obtained by scanning on a fixed azimuth in a vertical plane the effect of beam-width is to introduce uncertainty into the measured vertical extent of an extended target.
Apart from energy confined to the main beam all radars emit energy in
"side-lobes" which are offset by several degrees to the main transmitted beam
(or lobe). By good aerial design the power radiated in the side-lobes is very
greatly reduced but on very strong targets at short ranges may be sufficient
to give a detectable signal at the receiver. When signals are received from
strong meteorological targets such as thunderstorms at fairly short ranges,
therefore, the possibility of spurious echoes should be borne in mind.
1.7

Effect of range, r

Equation (1) demonstrates that the received signal power is inversely
proportional to the square of the range of the target. This dependance is
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frequently referred to as "range attenuation" and it is clear that before as~
sessment is made of the relative echoing capabilities of two volumes in space
allowance must be made for this range factor. On most radar displays it is not
possible to make any assessment of the relative intensities of echoes displayed from the relative brightness of the patterns on the display since, by
the use of signal limiters, strong echo intensities above the limits imposed
give no brighter a response than echo intensities at the limits. This limit
is usually set at a low value of signal intensity so that echoes of all intensities appear almost uniformly bright. The strongest echoes can be,found
by reducing the gain (equivalent to volUme control) of the receiver until
only the strongest signals are displayed but the effect of range must still
be borne in mind.
The effect of range attenuation means that eaCh range has its own minimum value of ~IT (see equation (1)) Which can be detected so that as an eohoing vo lUme approaches the radar sma ller and sma ller va lues of ~ IT are detected
leading often to an appreciable increase in size of the echo displayed even
though greater resolution is being obtained (paragraph 1.6). It is easy to
make the false assumption that the area covered by pre'cipitation is increasing if the reduced attenuation by range is not taken into account.
A further effect of range, apart from the effect on resolution discussed in paragraph 1.6, lies in the fact that the radar energy does not follow
the earth's surface, but owing to refraction (discussed further in paragraph
5.1), is bent towards the earth. In the absence of an atmosphere the energy
would follow a straight path. The preSence of the atmosphere means that under
normal conditions the absolute curvature of the beam is such that a horizon~
tal beam from the radar will already be about 1 km above the earth's surface
at a range of 130 km and the radar hQrizon is about 15 per cent more distant
than the geometrical horizon., Since, in order to clear local obstructions and
to avoid too much of the energy of the beam being absorbed by the earth,
radars are often operated with the beam inclined a degree or two to the horizontal it is clear that at great ranges the beam may lie entirely above even
a considerable depth of precipitation. This limitation is most severe in polar
regions Where much of the precipitation frequently originates at low levels
and may even be true in other regions when precipitation sometimes forms in
clouds of limited vertical extent.
A useful formula, for'those who use feet and statute miles as units,
for ca lculating the height of the beam for elevation angles up to about 15
degrees is
r2

h

~-

2

+

[2

5280 r sin E",,-

2

+ 92 rE

(2)

when h is the height in feet of the beam axis, r the range in statute miles
and E the angle of elevation in degrees. For a horizontal beam the equation
simplifies to

h =

1 t is clear
is a limit imposed

~2

(cL

h =

2~2

in the geometrical case).

therefore that under normal propagation conditions there
on the maximum useful range of a radar for meteorological
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purposes by the curvature of the earth, quite apart from the limitations of
power output, aerial area, pulse length, receiver sensitivity and the value
of La.
1.8

The fraction of the beam filled by scattering particles, F

The dimensions of the volume explored by a radar pulse are governed by
the beam-width and pulse length and by the range of the volume explored. Most
radars in use have either a conical beam produced by a paraboloidal reflector
or a beam which is narrow in one dimension and several times wider in the dimension at right angles by a reflector of a "cheese" or "orange peel" type.
Typical beam-widths of a radar in meteorological use might be 2° conical or
12° in the horizontal plane and 7
in the vertica 1 plane. At 100 km range
a 2° conical beam would have a circular cross section of diameter 3.5 km
whereas the other beam would have dimensions of 2.6 km in the horizontal and
13 km in the vertical. The horizontal dimension would be filled by most
weather systems giving precipitation but the vertical dimensi,on may not be
filled in the former case and would certainly not be filled in the latter. In
either case it would be unreasonable to suppose that the scattering particles
were uniformly distributed in size and number throughout such a volume. Evaluation of F in equation (1), therefore, is unlikely to be at all reliable at
such ranges and this limits severely the quantitative use of equation (1). At
short ranges the assumption that the beam is filled by scatterers (F = 1) can,
reasonably be made and quantitative studies using equation (1) should be
limited to such ranges.
As an example of the importance of this factor F in showery conditions
may be cited recent experience in Rhodesia. There, using radars having a
conical beam with width to half power of 3°, it has been found that the' frequency of echoes recorded at 100 n. mi. (185 km) was only about 4 per cent of
that of echoes recorded at 40 n. mi. (74 km). The radars were operated with
the centre of the beam inclined at to to the horizontal.

to

It can readily be shown that the volume filled by radiation from these
radars at 40 n. mi. will extend from 322 m (allowing for the effect of curvature of the earth and assuming an unobstructed horizon) to 2910 m in the
vertical above the radar height and will have a horizontal dimension of
3880 m. At 100 n. mi. the vertical extent will be from 2010 m to
8500 m
above the radar height and the horizontal extent will be 9750 m. Thus a
shower which just filled the beam (vertically and horizontally) at 40 n. mi.
2910 - 2010

3880

'

/

would OThly fifl, about 8500 _ 2010 x 9750 = 0.055 or 1 18 of the beam at
100 n. mi. Allowing also for range attenuation (paragraph 1.7~ we see there. wou ld on 1y re t urn 18
l~
4,~ -~ 112
1
f th e
fore that a shower at 100 n. ml.
x TWO!
0
power a similar shower returned at 40 n. mi., and may therefore quite easily
go undetected even though a similar shower might have given quite a strong
signal at 40 n. mi. On the other hand a shower big enough to fill the beam at
, a slgna
.
1
40
~ 1 0 f th e power a s i ml. 1ar sower
h
lOOn. mi. would return
100-"6

t l2
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would give at 40 n. mi. so that, unless the signal was already weak at 40 n.
mi., a similar shower would still be detected at 100 n. mi.
The radar height was about 1350 m above sea level so that the top of
an echoing volume just filling the beam at 40 n. mi. would be 2910 + 1350 ~
4260 m above sea level and it is not impossible that a cloud of somewhat
greater depth than this would give a moderate shower sufficient to give a
radar echo top at this height with a horizontal extent of 3~80 m. It seems
therefore that the Rhodesian experience is a reflection of the varying shower
sizes in the horizontal and vertical and their effect on-the factor F-and the
varying shower intensities and their effect on the maximum range of detectability (see range attenuation, paragraph 1.7). Thus, although a set may demonstrate its ability to pick up large storms at great ranges (the Rhodesian
sets have detected storms at 160 n. mi.), it would be wrong to assume that
because these large ranges are occasionally attainable all significant precipitation within these ranges will also be detected.
It is worth noting that a narrower beam, e.g. 1° conical, would greatly reduce the importance of the factor F since most showers would then fill
the beam even at 100 n. mi. A narrower beam would require a correspondingly
larger aerial (paragraph 1;6) which would itself produce a greater signal from
a given storm by virtue of the greater value of Ae so that on both counts a
narrow beam-width is to be preferred if the aerial size is not prohibitive.
1.9

The scattering cross-section of a single
of particles ~"

dro~,

and of an assemblage
.

(For definition of scattering cross-section, see paragraph 1.1)
The scattering cross-section" of a spherical particle of diameter D
which is small compared with the wavelength A of the incident radiation is
given by

cr~7t5

D
(1<-11)2
e:+2

6
)..,4

( 3)

where g -is the complex dielectric constant of the material of which the particle is composed and A is the wavelength. This equation holds approximately
for va lues of D / A< 0.2 but for greater va lues of D / A. the expression for "
becomes more complex and oscillates between wide limits. For a wavelength of
10 cm the inequality is satisfied for D < 2 cm and for A ~ 3 cmby D < 6 mm.
Thus equation (3) can be regarded as valid for all liquid particles in the
atmosphere at wavelengths of 3 em or greater since the greatest size a raindrop can attain in the atmosphere is about 6 mm. Larger drops break up on
falling. Equation (3) will also hold for many conditions when the precipitation is in the form of spherical particles of ice or hail but when large hailstones may be present it must be borne in mind that equation (3) may no longer
be valid especially at the shorter wavelengths. Equation (3) will also not be
valid for many rain situations when the wavelength used is 8 mm or 1.25 em
but as will be seen later such wavelengths are rarely used for examination of
precipitation owing to attenuation of the radar beam by the precipitation.
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lEI for water varies with temperature and wavelength having values of
about 43 at a wavelength of 3.2 cm and 79 at a 10 cm wavelength at a tempera-

ture of OoC,

but

IE-l\2

the variation of

is very small

E+2

between these wave-

lengths. The temperature variation is small enough to assume for all meteorological purposes

a value of 0.93

for

\E-l\2.

for water drops

z+2

in the 3 cm to

10 cm wavelength band. For ice, however, I d is sensibly constant in this wavelength band with a value of 3.17 and

IE-l \2
~+2

=

0.18

tering 9ross-section of an ice sphere is only
sphere of the same diameter.

and we see that the scat-

about 1/5

of that of a water

In the volume explored by the radar beam it is assumed that the particles can be regarded as being randomly distributed and the total radiation
scattered back to the receiver from the volume will be the sum of the individual contributions from the particles ("incoherent scattering").
Because of the random movements of the particles within the pulse
volume, caused by turbulence and the differing fall speeds of different sizes,
the signal received will have a rapidly fluctuating amplitude. The method of
display, except in very refined techniques not used operationally, automatica lly averages the received signals over a large number of pulses and the total
scattering cross-section per unit vo lume ~" of the particles in the radar
beam when so averaged will be, using equation (3),

284

and

55

~06

,,4

,'0· 6

='--,,4

for spherical water drops

for spherical ice particles (6)

the summation being over all drops in unit volume.
So far we have been concerned with spherical particles of a single
composition but particles in the atmosphere may frequently not be spherical,
as, for example, with ice crystals which may exist as needles or plates or
more complicated structures, and not of a single composition as, for example,
in the first stage of melting of a hailstone when the ice becomes covered by
a water film. The problem is further complicated when a numberof ice crystals
may aggregatetc form a snowflake. Even large raindrops may depart appreciably
from sphericity while falling but for most rainfall when the number of large
drops is extremely small the effect of departure from sphericity is probably
not appreciable. Studies have been made of the scattering cross-sections of
non-spherical particles using relatively simple geometrical shapes such as
ellipsoids of various eccentricities but the application of the results is
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handicapped by the many forms which ice crystals and snowflakes can take in
the atmosphere and the lack of knowledge of their distribution. Firm quantitative estimates of the echo to be expected from ice crystals and snowflakes
are, therefore, difficult to make although a rough guide can be obtained by
considering the crystals to be spheres of the same mass, if the dimensions of
the crystal are small compared with the wavelength.
Studies have also been made of the scattering cros~-section of ice
particles in the initial stages of melting when they have developed a wet
skin. It has been found that the dielectric properties of the outer skin contribute most to the scattering by the particle, so that the scattering crosssection of an ice particle with a thin outer film of water is virtually the
same as that of a water particle of the same shape and size. The scattering
cross-section of an ice particle in the first stage of melting Will, therefore, increase because of the greater value of

IE-II' for water compared with
E+2

ice and for certain shapes may be still further considerably increased by the
"shape factor" appropriate to a water particle which departs greatly from the
spherical shape. This effect has been used as a partial explanation of the
"bright band" effect (see paragraph 4.2) in which an enhanced echo is often
received from the melting level in precipitation.
It is clear from the foregoing that provided a reasonable estimate can
be made of the drop-size distribution in clouds and rain a reasonable quantitative estimate of the received echo power from a volume containing cloud or
precipitation particles should be possible provided the particles are spherical. Quantitative estimates when the particles are ice crystals, snowflakes
or melting ice are likely to be very much more difficult to achieve. The
quantitative use of the received echo power is likely, therefore, to be most
valuable when the clouds or precipitation are in the form of water drops, the
shape of which is closely spherical, and considerable effort has been devoted
to measuring the drop-size distributions in clouds and rain.
It is useful at this stage to examine the order of magnitude of ·~D6
which is necessary for a detectable signal to be received using a typical
radar equipment. It will be shown that for most equipments operating with
wavelengths between 3 and 10 cm there is little or no chance of detecting
cloud particles but only those parts of a cloud or the volume beneath in
which drops of precipitable size (e.g. D > 0.5 mm) occur at ranges which are
reasonable (of the order of tens or hundreds of kID).
The order of magnitude of2;D 6 reguired for a detectable echo with tYl<!cal radar equipment
Equation (1) may now be re-written, for targets comprising an assemblage of spherical water particles, as :
1.10

_

Pr

~

2; 0 6

(7)

284.),.4

where the summation is over the whole range
volume of the atmosphere.

of drop-sizes

comprised in unit
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For equipment operating on a wavelength of 10 cm reasonable values of
the radar parameters are :
13
= 10W for minimum detectable signa 1
= 500 kW = 5 x 105 W
=

600 m

=

10 m (equivalent to a circular dish aerial of diameter 5 m
using a factor of about t between effective aerial aperture and true aerial aperture)

F

=

1

(equivalent to the whole beam at range r being filled
with precipitation in which the distribution of drops of
all sizes is random)

K

=

1

(i.e. assuming no attenuation other than caused by range
- approximately true for A = 10 cm - see paragraph 1.12
below)

2

=
Substituting in equation (7),

using a metre as the unit of length, we

have
=

3.15 x 10- 28

r

2

m6/m3

(8)

Many clouds containing water droplets have of the order of 100 droplets per cm3 but only a small number of these droplets exceed a diameter of
20 ~ , even in very well-developed convection clouds. There is a marked tendency a Iso for the number of drops to decreas e as the mean drop-s ize increas es
as, for example, in the growth 6f raindrops by coalescence. Because of the
dependence of echo power on sixth power of drop diameter the contribution of
the smaller droplets to the echo power is small compared with that of the few
larger droplets. For example an increase in drop diameter by a factor of 2 increases the echo power by 26 = 64 if the number of drops remains constant.
If we suppose a cloud composed of droplets all of diameter 20 ~ and
substitute in equation (8) we find that 475 drops of this size per cm3 would
just give a detectable echo at a range of 10 km. It is apparent, therefore,
that there is virtually no chance of detecting a non-precipitating cloud with
the 10 cm wavelength postulated here, even at a range as small as 10 km. If,
however, drops of precipitable size, e.g. 1 mm diameter, are present we find
that only one such droplet at a range of 10 km in every 33 m3 of air would be
sufficient to give a detectable echo and three such drops in every m3 would
give a detectable echo when at a range pf 100 km. Since the fall speed in
still air of drops of 1 mm diameter is about 4 m/sec three such drops per m3
would give a rate of rainfall of only 0.02 mm(hr.
Thus we see that although a radar of the above characteristics would
be a poor detector of normal clouds it should·be a powerful datector of precipita Hon.
The above example is only by way of illustration and it should by no
means be accepted that a rate of rainfall as low as 0.02 mm/hr is detectable
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at a range of 100 km. In fact experience shows that a very much higher rate
of rainfall would be required (see paragraph 1.11). This is because rainfall
is never composed of drops of uniform size but of a wide distribution of dropsizes and, while the rainfall is roughly proportional to ~D3, the radar echo
is proportional to ~D6 so that a large number of small drops will contribute
a greater proportion of the total to ~D3 than it would to ~D6. The distribution of drop-sizes with rate of rainfall is discussed in the next section. In
fact for a rainfall rate of 0.02 mm/hr it is very unlikely that any drops
present would be as large as 1 mm diameter. A second reason is that most·
quantitative measurements which have so far been made agree· that equation (7)
does not ,hold unless a factor of about 0.15 to 0.20 is introduced on the right
hand side. The reason for this is as yet unknown. It is difficult to see how
such a constant factor can arise from the characteristics of the radar since
investigations using different radars have led to SUbstantially the same result. The explanation may lie in a weakness in the determination of the scattering function, perhaps in the assumption that the scattering from an assemblage of particles is incoherent, but it is very desirable that further investigation should be made.
At a wavelength around 1 cm it is not possible to generate as high a
power as for a wavelength of 10 cm and there are considerable engineering difficulties in making a large aerial to the required degree of accuracy. The
minimum detectable signal is also probably rather greater. Assuming the following reasonable va lues we can determine the minimum detectable value of ~ D~
P
~ 10- 12 W
r
P

~

h

~

t

A
e

1

K

~

1.

values

,
I~I'
<+2

W

2
3 m

~

=

4

10

150 m - a smaller pulse length since a greater resolving power
is desired using this equipment vertically looking

F

A

These

~

2 x

This assumption will not be valid in precipitation or
through dense cloud (see paragraph 1.12 below)

10- 2 m
substituted

in equation (7),

but

using

a va lue of 0.90 for

give
~D6

=

10- 28

2

r •

m6/m3

Equipments on wavelengths near 1 cm are frequently used pointing vertically
upwards so that ranges of a few km are usually used. Thus for r ~ I km we
have

m6/m3
so that a cloud composed of drops all of diameter 20 ~ could be detected at a
range of 1 km if there were only one or two drops present per cm3 and a cloud
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compOsed of drops all of diameter 10 ~ could be detected if there were 100
present per cm3 • The same provisos regarding drop size distribution as applied
in the discussion of rain echoes for a wavelength of 10 cm apply, and probably
also the factor of 0.15 to 0.20 should also be applied, but the calculation
above indicates that many clouds should be detectable at ranges of the order
of a few km using a radar wavelength near 1 cm (but see also paragraph 1.12
on attenuation).
It must be strongly emphasized that the phrase which is often used
"detection of clouds by radar" is very misleading when wavelengths f:wm 3 cm
to 10 cm are employed since at the ranges usually used on these wavelengths
only precipitation elements are detectable.
1.11

Drop-size distribution in rain and empirical formula relating echo intensity and rate of rainfall

It is well known that rainfall is never composed of drops all·of one
size but that there is always a distribution of drop-sizes. This drop-size
distribution cannot be determined theoretically and, for the same rate of
rainfall, may vary considerably from one rain occasion to another. A large
number of measurements have now been made, however, on the ground of the dropsize distribution in various rates of rainfall by a variety of techniques.
Measurement of drop-size distributions in the air has been fraught with great
difficulties which have only recently been overcome. All methods of measurement, whether on the ground or in the air, when applied to radar meteorology
suffer from the great handicap that the volume of raindrops explored is very
small compared with the volume of the atmosphere explored by the radar pulse.
Thus measurements on the ground may be made over an area of much less than
1 m2 whereas the projected area of the radar pulse on the ground will often
be in excess of 104 m2 • Similarly measuring devices in the air, despite the
high speed of the aircraft, can only explore a very small volume compared with
the total volume of the pulse. The· distribution with height of drop-size distributions, which is of great importance in assessing the mean response from
a volume, can only be made simultaneously by using a number of aircraft - a
procedure both expensive and of considerable practical difficulty.
The best that can be hoped for is that by measuring in a variety of
weather situations some average drop-size distributions may be obtained which
can be applied to the radar problem so that a rough measure can be obtained
of the echo intensity likely to be received from a certain rate of rainfall.
In passing it may be mentioned that the conventional rainfall recorder on the
ground does no more than measure with varying degrees of accuracy the rainfall over the aperture of the gauge which, because of site and exposure, may
or may not be a useful measure of the rainfall falling over the very much
larger area surrounding the gauge. In measuring rainfall rate the rain recorder averages over a comparatively long time the rainfall over a limited
horizontal area while the radar gives virtually instantaneously an average
over a large volume in space. It is not immediately obvious that readings
from two such widely differing instruments are directly comparable.
By consideration of the drop-size distribution measured at the ground
and converting by means of the fall speeds of different sized drops to a
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volume distribution immediately above the ground the va lue of L; 0 6 appropriate
to a particular rate of rainfall can be determined. A large number of such
determinations have been made by different workers and a number of empirical
formulae relating the average value of L;06 to rate of rainfall, R, have been
suggested. The formulae are all of the form L:06 = aRb where a and bare
constants, but differ considerably among themselves in the values to be attached to a and b. It is generally accepted that for a particular rain occurrence any formula used may give a rate of rainfall in error by a factor of
about 2 either way. The formulae give probably the best determinations in
conditions of continuous rain (frontal precipitation) but not enough is known
about the variations in shower-type rainfall and particularly rainfall in
tropical countries. The most commonly used formula is
L; 0 6 ~

6

6

200 RI.6

3

where D is measured in mm jm and R in mm/hr.
Substitution in equation (7) of equation (9)
leads to a new form of the radar equation :

after a change of units

( 10)

where the unit of length is 1 m, R is measured in mm/hr and B is the factor,
the cause of which is unknown, referred to in paragraph 1.10 having a value
probably between 0.15 and 0.20.
EqUation (10) simplifies to :
-P ,= ·23
. x 10"

15

P, h A F K R1.6
B --'.,...,.--':"p

).,4

r2

(ll) .

Using the radar parameters for a set on a wavelength of 10 cm given in
paragraph 1.10 and a value of B of 0.2, we find that a set of these characteristics should be able to dete{;t a rate of rainfall of 0.01 mm/hr at a range
of 10 km and' 0.2 mm/hr at a range of 100 km, provided the radar beam is filled
by precipitation and there is no attenuation other than by range. It is doubtful, however, whether the empirical formula applies for such low rainfallrates and experience suggests that the minimum detectable rainfall rate is
considerably higher than this.
With many p.P.I. radars (see paragraph 2.2.2 for description) the. beamwidth in the vertical is so great that at a range of 100 km it is very likely
that a part of the beam extends above.the melting level into a region (in
frontal precipitation at any rate) where the scattering particles are ice
crysta Is with a decreased reflectivity (paragraph 1.9) so that, quite apart
from any variation of drop-size with height in the rain, . there are complications introduced by the presence of ice crystals and melting ice crystals.
The straightforward quantitative application of equation (11) therefore is not easy and should certainly be confined to ranges at Which it is
known that the beam is filled by raindrops only.
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A similar empirical formula has been obtained to account for drop-size
distributions in clouds, using measured drop-size distributions obtained from
aircraft and on mountain tops. In this formula
LD6 ,~ 1.91 X 10-24 D W
where
2;D6 is in mm6/m3 ,
Do is the median volume diameter in microns d.e. a diameter such that the distribution of liquid water with drop-size diameter is
divided exactly in half) and W is the liquid water content in g/m3 • Using the
hypothetical 1 - cm wavelength set of paragraph 1.10 we find that the minimum
value of Do for r = 10 km and W = 1 g/m3 is 25.2 microns while if W = 1/8 g/m3
the minimum value is 50.4 microns at the same range. This means that· a cumulus
congestus cloud, for example, must be on the verge of drizzling to be detectable at 10 km range, but may possibly be detected at vertical incidence at a
range of 1 or 2 km. Many clouds are detected by virtue of the large ice crystals they contain.
So far we have considered the value of K, the attenuation factor, . as
unity, i.e. no attenuation, other than by range, of the radar beam. This is
never strictly true, except in a vacuum, since even the atmospheric gases act
to attenuate the radar beam and attenuation may be considerable when precipitation particles are present. This factor is investigated further in the next
section where it will be seen that the effects are very small at a wavelength
of 10 cm but assume increasing importance as the wavelength decreases, until,
at wavelengths near to 1 cm or less, even the gaseous attenuation becomes of
some importance.

1.12

The attenuation factor, K
(Note I In this section use is made of the decibel (dB) as a measure
of relative power. If two powers PI' P2 differ from each other by K dB
p
~
P
then ....! = 10 10 or K ~ 10 log ....!.
P2

10 P2

Thus, if a power PI is attenuated by 3 dB it is reduced to half its
value, and to one-tenth its value when attenuated by 10 dB.)
Apart from the range attenuation factor already discussed (paragraph
1.7) an electromagnetic wave traversing the atmosphere loses energy by absorption and scattering and it is the loss by these two mechanisms which is
covered by the attenuation factor K.
The only atmo.spheric gases which are of importance for attenuation by
absorption are water vapour and oxygen while the attenuation 'by scattering
from gaseous molecules is negli~ible. For wavelengths between 2 and 10 cm the.
attenuation due to the oxygen content of the atmosphere at sea level pressure
lies between 0.01 and 0.02 dB/km increasing slightly to about 0.03 dB/km as
the wavelength decreases to about 1 cm. Thus only fqr targets at great ranges
would the attenuation caused by oxygen be of any significance amounting to
4-8 dB for a target at 200 km range, remembering that in radar applications
two-way transmission must be considered. This value would, in fact, be an
over-estimate since, owing to the curvature of the earth, the beam would traverse air at lower pressures as the range increased with consequently reduced
attenuation.
The attenuation produced by water vapour absorption, which depends, of
course, on the water vapour content of the air, is quite negligible at 10 cm
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wavelength (of the order of 0.0002 dB/kIn) but increases rapidly as the wavelength decreases and 'for a content of 7.5 g/m 3 of water vapour at 1000 rob
pressure reaches the same value as for oxygen at about 2 cm wavelength rising
to a peak value of 0.2 dB/kIn in the water vapour absorption band near to a
wavelength of 1.3 em. At wavelengths below 1.3 cm other water vapour absorption bands lead to high values of attenuation. Most meteorological radars for
operational purposes operate on wavelengths of 3 cm or greater and for such
radars the effects of absorption by atmospheric gases is usually neglected.
Radar designed for special meteorological purposes on shorter wavelengths are
usually used for short-range work only, so that even for these radars the attenuation by gaseous constituents of the atmosphere can usually be neglected.
Attenuation by liquid and solid particles in the atmosphere, however,
is potentially more serious, the loss being brought about by both scattering
and-absorption and is dependent on the wavelength, A, the particle diameter D
(the particle being assumed spherical) and the dielectric constant. For
clouds composed of water droplets it can be shown that the attenuation is independent of drop-size but varies directly as the water content of the cloud.
Thus for a water content of Ig/m3, which is a high value for most clouds except limited volumes of convection clouds, the attenuation amounts to about
0.9 dI¥kIn at a wavelength of 1 em, 0.1 dB/kIn at 3 cm wavelength and 0.01 dB/kIn
at 10 em wavelength. For ice crystal clouds the attenuation is much lower
amounting to about 0.008 dB/kIn at 1 cm wavelength and only 0.0008 dB/kIn at
10 em wavelength for an ice crystal concentration of 1 g/m3 , Thus even for
very extensive cloud along the radar beam, in which the mean liquid water concentration is unlikely to exceed about 0.5 g/m3 , the attenuation is not significant at a wavelength of 10 em being- only 0.5 dB or less over a path length
of 100 kIn but may approach 5 dB at a wavelength of 3 em. At lower wavelengths
the usual method of operation precludes excessive attenuation. Finally we
have attenuation by precipitation. Assuming a mean drop-size distribution in
rain as discussed in paragraph 1.11 for back-scattering, average values for
attenuation on different wavelengths at different rates of rainfall can be
calculated. Because it is only in precipitation that really high values of
attenuation can be encountered sufficient to influence appreciably the echoes
received on normal meteorological radars, Table I has been prepared showing
the attenuation in dB/kIn for a range of rainfall rates and wavelengths.

TABLE I
Attenuation due to precipitation (dB/kIn)
Wavelength (em)
Rate of rainfall
3.2
10
(mm/hr)
5.7
0.5
1.0
5.0
10.0
50
100
200
300

.00015
.0003
.0015
.003
.015
.030
.060
.090

.001
.002
.015
.033
.215
.481
1.08
1.74

0.9

.003

.ll

.007

.22
1.1
2.2

.061
.151
1.25
3.08
7.65
13.0

H.O
22.0
44.0
66.0
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If now we regard an attenuation of 10 dB as a significant value, i.e.
a reduction in power received by a factor of 10, we can express Table I in
terms of the distance over which a certain rate of rainfall must extend to
give this attenuation. This is shown in Table II.
TABLE II
Distance (kIn) over which precipitation at a
given rate of rainfall mus t extend to give
an attenuation of JO dB at various wavelengths
Rate of rainfall
Wave length (cm)
(mm/hr)
10
5.7
3.2
0.5
1.0
5.0
10.0
50
100
200
300

66,000
33,000
6,600
3,300
660
330
166
III

10,000
4,500
690
310
47
21
9.3
5.7

3,300
1,350
164
66
8
3.2
1.3
0.8

0.9
91
45
9.1
4.5
0.9
0.4
0.2
0.15

It·is immediately obvious that on the shorter wavelengths considerable
reductions in received power are possible· because of precipitation attenuation but it is worth-while examining how frequently precipitation may extend
over the distances quoted at these rates of rainfall.
In England and Wales a precipitation rate of 50 mm/hr is exceeded once
per year over a period of 5 min, 10 mm/hr over a period of 1 t hr and 5 mm/hr
over a period of 5 hr. If we relate these time periods at one location to an
average wind of, say,. 30 kIn/hr, which is not unreasonable, we may say that a
precipitation rate of 50 mm/hr extends once per year over a distance greater
than 2.5 km, 10 mm/hr over a distance greater than 45 kIn and 5 mm/hr once per
year over a distance greater than 150 km. Remembering that in radar application a two-way path through the precipitation is involved we see, using
Table II, that in the British Isles an attenuation even of 5 dB owing to precipitation is not likely to occur as often as once per year at wavelengths of
5.7 cm and 10 cm but that an attenuation of 10 dB may occur once or twice a
year at a wavelength of 3.2cm and about 60 dB onCe per year on a wavelength
of 0.9 em.
In tropical countries (the East Indies for example) a precipitation
rate of 100 mm/hr might be exceeded once per year over a period of 10-40 min
and 50 mm/hr over 40-150 min. Using a mean wind speed of 20 km/hr .these times
are equivalent to distances of 3-13 kIn and 13-50 km respectively and we see
that even in tropical countries the attenuation due to precipitation is unlikely to reach 5 dB on a wavelength of 10 cm. 10 dB attenuation may be experienced about onCe per year at a wavelength of 5.7 cm and perhaps EO dB once
per year on a wavelength of 3.2 cm. At a wavelength of 0.9 cm the attenuation
would be so considerable on occasions as to render the set useless even at
very short ranges in heavy precipitation.
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It appears, therefore, that anywhere in the world the performance of a
radar operating on 10 cm wavelength will be but little affected by attenuation factors, that a wavelength of 5.7 cm will only rarely be significantly
affected in tropical countries and hardly at all outside these areas, that a
wavelength of 3.2 cm may be seriously affected occasionally in tropical areas
but only rarely outside these areas and that a wavelength of 0.9 cm may be
very seriously affected by precipitation in all areas, particularly when the
rainfall rate is high.
Attenuation of the received signal by 10 dB
K =

1

10

(for 20 dB , K

=~ ,
W

is equivalent to a factor

etc.) in equation (11)

and from this equation
1

it can be seen that this means an increase by a factor of 10 1• 6 = 4.2 in minimum detectable rainfall at a given range r or alternatively a decrease in
l
range by a factor W 2 = 3.2 at which a certain rate of rainfall R i.s detect- .
able. It is, therefore, possible on occasions for distant precipitation to become undetectable when other precipitation intervenes between it and the radar
equipment or for the pattern of distant precipitation to be drastically modified by the presence of i~tervening precipitation. This effect must always be
watched for when using search radars operating on a wavelength of 3.2 cm
particularly when there are indications from the radar itself that the intervening precipitation is extensive and heavy. Because of the variability of
precipitation rates even in quasi-steady continuous rainfall allowance for
attenuation in quantitative studies is very difficult to make and suggests
that for such studies radar operating on a wavelength of 10 cm is to be preferred. Other considerations, however, such as ?erial size and its effect on
resolving power may lead to the choice of a shorter wavelength and this is
particularly so for airborne radar where the aerial size must be limited.
1.13

Maintenance of the radar

All the advantages· of wavelength, pulse length, power output, etc.,
can easily be nullified by poor maintenance of the radar set. It can frequently happen that the deterioration of performance of a radar set is a rather
slow process and not readily discernible except by rigorous maintenance and
frequent monitoring of the various components. The general. appearance of the
radar display can give little evidence of fall-off in performan{;e since the
res pons es from permanent echoes from ground-bas ed obj ects, being· usua lly
strong echoes, can look much the same over a wide range of receiver sensitivity. These permanent echoes provide a day-to-day constant pattern which the
operator can easily recognize and it is too easy to assume that because the
pattern looks the same the radar is on its best performance.
A useful check is to recognize an isolated permanent echo (e.g. from a
chimney or church steeple) at as great a range as possible which is only
visible when the set is on good·perforrnance or the strength of which can be
measured by A-scope (see Part II) with the aerial stationary. Even this is
not a fool-proof check since the effects of refraction (see paragraph 5.1
under anomalous propagation) may lead on occasions to a strong signal from a
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ground-based object even if the set is on poor performance. Refractive effects, however, will not usually be marked in the presence of precipitation.
Provision for competent maintenance should be a sine qua non in setting up a weather (or any other) radar unit.

2.

2.1

TYPES OF RADAR AND DISPLAYS·

Wavelengths in use

2.1.1 ~3_ c!!1 ~a'ye]eE9.!h_
Many radars are in·use on this wavelength. They have not been designed
primarily for weather detection and although higher power is obtainable on
this wavelength than on shorter wavelengths this is largely off-set by the
1.4
factor in equation (7) - (Part 1). Very large aerials are also required
to give narrow beam-widths, and hence resolving power, comparable with those
obtainable on shorter wavelengths (paragraph 1.6) and, although attenuation
would be quite negligible at this wavelength, there would be nothing to be
gained by developing a radar on this wavelength solely for weather purposes.
This does not, however, preclude the possibility of obtaining useful precipitation information. from such radars as have been installed for other purposes. Figures 14 and 20 are examples of weather echoes obtained using this
wave length.
2.1.2 ]0_ c!!1 ~axe]eE9.!h_
Radars operating on this wavelength have been very much used for
weather purposes, partly because this was the·wavelength chosen formany
operational radars during the second world war and partly because it is an
excellent wavelength for detection of precipitation. High power output is
readily obtainable (e.g. 500 kW or more) and aerials to give beam-widths
which would give a reasonable target discrimination (e.g. 1° or 20) although
large are not prohibitively so. In addition there is a considerable manufacturing experience and components and spare parts should be easy to obtain.
Attenuation problems are virtually non-existent (paragraph 1.12). Equipments
are, however, bulky and expensive although considerable use has been made,
and still is being made, of war-time surplus equipment which has given very
valuable service, even though not designed specifically for weather purposes
and sometimes of rather low power output. This source of supply cannot be expected to last indefinitely, however, and sets may soon become expensive to
maintain.
2.1.3 .§ .Em_w~v!,l!,n.9th
This wavelength has come into prominence in recent years, primarily
for airborne weather radar, for use where aerial size must be restricted. The
restriction on aerial size demands a shorter wavelength than 10 cm, in order
to give a sufficiently narrow beam-width (paragraph 1.6) for resolution of
neighbouring targets at the same range, but the shorter wavelengths suffer
increasingly from precipitation attenuation (paragraph 1.12). It has been
shown that a useful compromise between attenuation and beam-width difficulties,
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for a fixed small aerial size sufficient to be accommodated easily in many
aircraft, can be achieve~ using a wavelength near 6 cm (e.g. 5.7 cm has been
often quoted). For ground-based radars, where the aerial size need not be
severely restricted, there seems no special merit in this wavelength compared
with 10 cm where attenuation is negligible or high power 3 cm wavelength
equipment in which high power and large aerials can be used to counteract attenuation effects. However, if there are numerous radars operating in the
vicinity it may be useful to use this frequency to minimize interference.
2.1.4

1

.£m_w.!!v~l~n~t.b

Many airborne, ground-based and marine radar sets have been made to
operate on this wavelength and successful adaptations have been made for meteorological use. Much useful data have been obtained in this way and sets
specifically designed as weather radars, albeit often using components common
to those used for other purposes, are now commercially available. The advantage of 3 cm wavelength lies principally in the compactness of the equipment
since the aerial dimensions for a given beam-width decreases as the wavelength.
Thus for a beam-width of 1
an aerial dimension of about 9 m is required
using a 10 cm wavelength but only about 3 m at a wavelength of 3.3 cm. There
is also the advantage to be gained by the 1.4 factor in equation (7) (Part 1)
which is, however, partially off-set by the difficulty of generating power
outputs as high as those used on 10 cm wavelength. A further very useful advantage arises because of the diverse uses to which 3 cm radar is put. This
leads to economy in manufacture of many of the components of a: 3 em wavelength
weather radar set so that relatively cheap sets can be made available commercially. The other uses of 3 cm radar, however, are concerned with a rather
low power output (e.g. 20 to 60 kW) and high power output of the order of
200 kWis still expensive to obtain.

to

The only disadvantage of this wavelength lies in the increased attenuation over the higher wavelengths in rain (paragraph 1.12) and, particularly
in tropical countries, this effect must always be borne in mind.
The decision between 3 cm and 10 cm wavelengths for weather radar,
apart from cost and availability, would be governed by an assessment of the
frequency with which attenuation due to precipitation would be severe at the
place where the radar is to be used.
The discussion in paragraph 1.12 and particularly Tabl!, II, together
with the general rainfall statistics of the area, may be of some assistance
in making this assessment. For'example, if heavy rain, in excess of 10 mm/hr,
occurred only with isolated showers of limited horizontal extent, Table 2
shows that attenuation problems on 3 cm wavelength would not be serious unless
the rainfall rate in these showers often approached 50 mmVhr or more. In some
radars, particularly those adapted from airborne sets, the aerial system is
enclosed in a perspex housing or radome. This can be a source of severe attenuation troubles in heavy rain when the radome becomes wet. Under very
heavy rain a low-powered set may be rendered virtually useless as long as the
heavy rain persists. Similar effects have been noticed if rain runs down the
perspex window sealing the end of the waveguide horn feed from the transmitter
to the aerial, but it is easy to avoid this in design.
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If quantitative studies were intended the difficulties of applying attenuation corrections in rain, which is naturally always variable with distance, would be so great as to weigh the decision heavily in favour of 10 cm
wavelength (apart from cost).
2.1.5 ..!.15_c!!1 !!aye..!eEg.:tih_
Equipments using this wavelength have been designed primarily for research purposes, although some are coming into use for the ground control of
traffic at airports in fog. Because of the attenuation factors discussed in
paragraph 1.12 there is no prospect of using this wavelength operationally
for the detection of distant precipitation but some use has been made in detecting clouds at short ranges using aerials sweeping through the zenith. The
equipment has been referred to as a c loud base and top indicator but it should
be remembered that even on this wavelength only the large droplets or ice
crystals in clouds can be detected (see paragraph 1.10), and some clouds may
escape detection altogether, while on other occasions the true visible cloud
base or top may not be indicated.
As discussed in paragraph 1.3, owing to the small delay which occurs
in switching from transmit to receive, it is not possible to receive echoes
from clouds· at ranges much below 150 m when a single transmitting/receiving
aerial is used. This represents a serious limitation in operational uSe which
could be resolved at extra expense by using separate receiving and transmitting aeria Is.
Because of the proximity of this wavelength to a water vapour absorption band the attenuation effects are more severe than on the lower wavelengths of about 0.8 Cm and the use of this wavelength has been largely superseded by equipments operating on this lower wavelength (paragraph 2.1.6).
2.1.6 5;!.§ £m_w2V.fl.fn.9t.l'
Equipments using this wavelength can be used subject to the limitations discussed in paragraph 2.1.5, as short-range cloud detectors but because
of the great attenuation in heavy rain (paragraph 1.12) their usefulness is
limited to occasions when the rain is light or not occurring. They have little
operational meteorological value, except possibly as detector of clouds when
several layers are present preventing visual observation of all the layers.
An accurate knowledge of the heights and vertical extents of all cloud layers
would be of value to air traffic control and in aerial refuelling.
The equipments using this wavelength have interesting research potentialities (see paragraph 7.7).
2.2

Types of display

2.2.1 .QeEe.!a..! .!e!!1a.!k~
All the information available from weather radars is portrayed by means
of the well-known cathode-ray tube. Various types of display are possible but
the three main types are· plan position indicator (P.P.I.), range-height indicator (R.H.I.) and signal amplitude-range indicator (A-scope). These are
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described in the following paragraphs with the additional refinements possible
to increase the quality and quantity of the information portrayed.
2.2.2

E~n_p.2s1tlo.!.'In.£i.£aj;o£ jP~P..!I.!.)

This type of display is used in conjunction with an aerial rotating
about a vertical axis and gives a bird's eye view, or projection on an almost
horizontal plane, of the echoing volumes surrounding the ,radar out to the
maximum range at which it is possible to detect the precipitation occurring
or to the maximum range used for the display. ("Precipitation" is used in
this connexion as an indication that only particles of precipitable size will
give a detectable signal but does not imply that in all cases the precipitation will reach' the ground.) Several different maximum ranges are usually
available by a simple switching procedure enabling the selection of the most
appropriate range scale for the echoes of interest. It is therefore possible
immediately to read the range and azimuth of a volume containing a sufficient
number and size of scattering particles to give a detectable signal at the
receiver. With an extended area of precipitation the ground area covered by
the precipitation is accurately indicated within the limits of resolution of
the radar as given by the horizontal beam-width 'and pulse length of the
transmitted radiation and within the limits of detectability imposed by the
radar equation (including attenuation). A further qualification is necessary
in that precipitation at high level, which may be intercepted by the beam if
the beam-width in the vertical is large or at long ranges, may not always
reach the ground. The effect of wind shear in the vertical on the precipitation column may also lead on occasions to the projected area (and hence the
area shown on the P.P.I.) being greater than the actual rain area on the
ground. In both cases the use of 'a range-height indicator (paragraph 2.2.3)
would resolve the ,difficulty.
Examples of the types
Part 4 of this Note.

of echo

obtained

are discussed more fully in

To avoid excessive distortion and brightness on the display the
strength of the incoming signals is usually limited to a small value above
the minimum detectable value before being displayed. For this reason it is
usually not possible to determine the relative intensities of the echoes displayed from their relative brightness on the display. This can be achieved,
however, by the use of stepped sensitivity techniques or by skilful use of
the gain control (paragraph 2.2.2.1).
The aerial is usually tilted to make a small angle (about half the
beam-width in the vertical) with the horizontal since a horizontal beam would
illuminate, because of its finite vertical beam-width, an unnecessarily large
amount of the earth's surface surrounding the radar leading to unwanted
echoes, called permanent echoes, from ground obstructions. Because of this
and owing to the curvature of the earth the beam will be elevated above the
surface of the earth by a greater amount as the range increases. Thus, apart
from the echoes from high-Ieyel precipitation which neyer reaches the ground,
discussed above, it is also possible for the vertical extent of precipitation
particles at great ranges to be too small to intercept the radar beam and so
no echo would be received even though there was precipitation at the ground.
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Heavy precipitation, however, which is all that can be detected at great
ranges, usually comes from clouds of great vertical extent so that this limitation is not serious at the ranges at which precipitation can be detected.
2.2.2.1 §!~PP~~_~~9~~!~Y~!Y_~9~_~~~:~~~~_f~~~~~!~~~
Because the relative echo intensities cannot usually be determined even
qualitatively by inspection of the P.P,I. display, and certainly not quantitatively, it is useful to incorporate equipment which can readily give this
information. Qualitatively this can easily be done by manipulation of the gain
control of the receiver so that higher and higher signal intensities are required before brightening the display. This is frequently valuable in deter~
mining the strongest part of echoes displayed and hence roughly the distribution of rain intensity throughout the echoing volume. This determination can
be made more precise by the use of "stepped sensitivity". In this application
the received signal can be artificiallY attenuated by fixed known amounts on
successive rotations of the aerial enabling one to draw isopleths of signal
intensity and hence isopleths of l:D'at a constant range which can be related
by the empirical formula (12) to isopleths of rain intensi'ty. For different
ranges the effects of range and precipitation attenuation (paragraphs 1.7 and
1.12) must be allowed for and consideration must always be given to the distribution of the particles in the beam, particularly in the vertical (paragraph 1.8). This is especially necessary when the beam intersects the melting
level since the "bright band" effect, discussed fully in paragraph 4.2, will
lead to a greater echo from the melting ice particles than from the rain beneath.

Examples showing the appearance of the display at various settings of
receiver gain are given in Figures 9 to 12. It may also be convenient, on occasions, to have an optional circuit which corrects electronically for range
attenuation by the use of an attenuator in which the attenuation applied to
the signal is inversely propprtional to (range)2. This assumes that the beam
is filled with precipitation at the ranges to which the attenuation is applied
but gives a quick and simple indication of relative rain intensities at different parts of the display.
By arranging for signal intensities above a certain limit or limits to
"black-out" the brightening pulse it is possible to display a certain number
of these isopleths directly on the·display since echoes with intensities from
the minimum detectable value up to the limit set will be displayed while intensities above this limit, up to the next limit set, will be blacked-out
giving displayed echoes with one or more dark patches within them. This is the
principle known as iso-echo contours which has found some application in airborne radars to give pilots an indication of the stronger echoing volumes
within a more extensive echoing volume. For ground applications, however, it
seems that the stepped sensitivity technique or calibrated gain control allows greater variety and more useful readings.
A photograph showing iso-echo contours is at Figure 13.
2 2.2.2
0

9ff:~~9~~E~9~

The P.P.I. display

as usually used

has the position of the radar set
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at its centre with concentric circles indicating equal ranges from the set.
For some purpose, and especially if all the echoes are displayed in one quadrant, it is useful to expand the display in the vicinity of particularly interesting echoes. This can most easily be achieved by an off-centering facility which allows the centre of rotation of the display sweep to be transferred to any other position on the display tube (usually to the edge on the appropriate azimuth opposite to that of the echo examined). By changing the
range scale the particular echo can then be kept on the display tube and its
displayed area thereby increased for more detailed examination. It should be
emphasized, however, that no greater reso lution is obtained by this method;
since the resolution is a function of aerial dimensions and pulse length only,
but only a magnification of what was there originally. An example of offcentering is given in Figure 23.
2.2.2.3

Distinguishing

between rain echoes

and permanent echoes

Use of

~~~~~1~~=P91~~~~~!~9~---------------------------------------~-------

All P.P.I. displays suffer to some extent from the reception of unwanted echoes from ground targets, known as permanent echoes. In mountainous
areas these echoes can be extensive and troublesome. Although the operator
quickly learns by experience to distinguish the pattern of permanent echoes
associated with a particular site, there may be occasions when it is difficult
to decide whether a particular echo on the P.P.I. is from precipitation or
from a ground target. This is particularly so when the precipitation is in
the form of showers, which give sharp-edged bright echoes similar to those
received from ground targets. If the precipitation ~ in the form of ·raindrops
this difficulty can be resolved by the use of circularly polarized radiation
instead of the plane-polarized radiation usually used. It is fairly easy to
incorporate in the aerial equipment enabling the change to circular polarization to be made at will. Circularly polarized radiation striking a spherical
raindrop will be returned as circularly polarized radiation with the electric
vector rotating in the opposite sense and will not be accepted by the receiving aerial. Use of circularly polarized radiation can therefore lead to the
cancellation of echoes from spherical drops while leaving permanent echoes
much less affected. In practice the departure from sphericity of the drops,
and the difficulty of ensuring that the polarization is accurately circular,
means that complete cancellation is not achieved but the signal strength to
be displayed is very greatly reduced and permits the distinction between permanent echoes and echoes from rain. The distinction would not be drawn to
such a marked extent if the precipitation was in the form of snow since the
departure from sphericity in snow is very marked.
Another, and often more effective, method of distinguishing between
permanent and rain echoes requires, in the later stages of amplification of
the signal, an amplifier which provides a choice of either linear Or logarithmic characteristics. (A linear amplifier has an output signal proportional to
the input signal but a logarithmic amplifier has an output proportional to
the logarithm of the input, Thus for an increase of input signal by a factor
of 100 the output is only doubled.) A logarithmic amplifier followed by a
suitable differentiating circuit reduces all randomly fluctuating signals such as those from rain - to a uniform low level, leaving permanent echoes
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and those from targets such as aircraft more. clearly defined. Thus, by switching from linear to logarithmic characteristics, echoes from rain may be identified with certainty.
2.2. 3

Ba.!:lg~-EelgEt_i.!:'dic~t2r_ (B.B..!.2

This indicator is used in conjunction with an aerial rotating about a
horizontal axis and displays the angle of elevation and range of echoing
volumes in the atmosphere. In most applications. the aerial sweeps through
angles of elevation from about _2° to the horizontal to about + 20°, but'in a
few installations there is provision for rotation through the zenith. The
aerial is adjustable in azimuth to give a vertical cross-section through an
echoing volume on any desired azimuth. The display can indicate range and
angle of elevation but more usually it is arranged to give heights above the
earth and range, with allowance made for curvature of the earth and normal
atmospheric refraction. By suitable modification the lines of equal heights
can be arranged to be almost horizontal lines on the display and most rangeheight information is portrayed in this way. In most displays the vertical
height scale is considerably magnified compared with the range scale. Without
bearing this in minn one can get the impression that an echo from shower precipitation, for example, is in the form of an elongated narrow column when in
fact the true vertical dimension is comparable with the horizontal.
Examples of the appearance of the display for different types of weather
echo are shown and discussed fully in Part 4.
Stepped sensitivity and iso-echo techniques (see paragraph 2.2.2.1)
can also be used with this display to give the variation of echo intensity
throughout the vertical cross-section of the echoing volume.
2.2.4 A-2c2P~ ~n2 B-2c2P~

"
Displays of this type portray the amplitude of the received signal
(proportional to the square-root of the received echo power) against range.
The display is usually used with the aerial stationary at the desired angle
of.elevation and azimuth along which it is desired to measure the distribution of received signal intensity with range. The display is so arranged that
the range scale is horizontal and the amplitude scale vertical. The received
signal takes the form of a rapidly fluctuating signal (because of the random
contributions from individual drops in the beam and their relative motions)
super-imposed on the "noise" signal, which is the permanently-present signal
from stray radiations received at the aerial and also generated in the electronic circuits. The noise signal also fluctuates rapidly and its average
level is ref~rred to as the noise level of the receiver and is closely related to the minimum signal capable of being detected by the receiver. The amplitude of the received signal from a target is often measured in terms of
this noise level and is referred to as the signal-to-noise ratio. Absolute
measurement of the noise level and of any signal received can be made by injecting into the receiving circuits a signal of known amplitude from a calibrated signal generator and comparing it with the received signal. There are
some difficulties in making this comparison since the injected signal is a
steady signal while the noise level and weather ,echo signals are rapidly
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fluctuating, but for comparative measurements of received power, which is
often all that is required, an operator can readily decide on a suitable technique of measurement.
The A-scope finds more application in research studies than in operational work where it is likely to be rarely used. It is useful operationally,
however, in ensuring that the equipment remains on best performance since it
gives a rapid quantitative measure of the signal received f~om a known fixed
target. It is a useful· drill to check at fairly frequent intervals (e.g. hourly but more frequently during the warming-up period after first switching on)
the constancy of performance by measuring the signal on A-scope with the
aerial stationary and pointing at a known permanent target such as a building, tree or orographic feature at as great a range as possible.
On some equipments a small portion of the A-scan can be expanded by
starting the sweep, which is normally triggered by the outgoing pulse, some
time after the transmitter has fired. The time-delay can be varied so that
any selected portion of the A-scan can be expanded. Although the expanded
sweep remains essentially an A-scan it has been named an R-scan.
An example of A-scope presentation is given in Figure 15.
.!!eEtj,c.!!llY.:: l.Qo,1si1l9J.~d.!!r_
Radars operating on wavelengths of 1.25 cm and 0.8 cm are frequently
fixed to 106k vertically only, giving the distribution of radar echo intensity
with height. Equipment operating on longer wavelengths have also occasionally
been adapted satisfactorily to this purpose •
2.2.5

!?i~pla'ysJQr_u~e_wj,tl>

•

For instantaneous measurement an A-scope presentation (paragraph 2.2.4)
is used but to get a continuous picture of the time variation in the vertical
a method of facsimile recording is used. In this application, instead of
portraying amplitude by vertical deflection of the trace, the trace itself is
brightened at the appropriate range (which is height)· by the signal received,
just as i t is for P.P.I. and H.H.L presentations. Because the aerial is
fixed, however, the instantaneous display is merely a vertical line brightened in the appropriate places but the time variation can be obtained by continuously recording the image of the line on a moving film. Facsimile recording
does virtually this same thing by scanning the trace at very short time intervals (e.g. a few seconds) to produce at once a strip chart showing the
time variations of signal intensities from the region directly overhead. The
information is, of course, qualitative in character, just as it is for P.P.I.
and R.H.I. displays, and for quantitative work an A-scope is necessary or
direct measurement of signal intensity at the range or ranges of interest.
An example of a facsimile record so ·obtained is shown in Figure 28.
2.3

Desirable characteristics of a radar weather installation

2.3. 1 .§i.!i'_
The most important consideration in choosing a radar site, apart from
accessibility, is to ensure an unobstructed field of view for the P.P.I. radar.
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A good horizon with elevation of less than iD is highly desirable although
not always easy to achieve. If screening of the transmitted radiation to
angles greater than iD must be accepted the azimuth angle subtended by the
screening object at the transmitter should be small (e.g. less than one or
two degrees). It is better to have a number of obstructions sUbtending very
small azimuth angles than a single obstruction covering several degrees of
azimuth. The distances of the obstructions from the set should be as great as
possible since spurious echoes can be received if the radar is poorly sited
close to strongly reflecting surfaces such as buildings (especially·when wet)
or metal screens. Energy is then transmitted and received via the reflecting
surface giving a false indication of the bearing of a target. The obstruction
itself will also, by screening of the radiation, lead to a blank sector on
the display in which echoes cannot be detected over the angle sUbtended by
the.obstruction(see Figure 1). Obstructions, however, which subtend a smaller
azj~uth angle
than the beam-width of the radar will not be manifested on the
P.P.I. display as blank sectors, but, Df course, the radar will not be able
to detect targets behind the obstruction.
It is not always advantageous to gain the unobstructed view by choosing a hill-top site since the range from which the unwanted permanent (i.e.
ground-based) echoes are received is thereby increased, to the detriment of
the display of weather echoes. A perfectly level site would probably be best
or eVen a·slight depression if the horizon obstructions did not subtend more
than, say,
in elevation.

to

2.3.2 lYEe~ Ef_eguip.!!'eEt_

•

Considerable operational use can be made of a P.P.I. alone using a
wavelength of 3 or 10 em but the advantages to be gained by having a R.H.I.
also are so great as to warrant serious consideration. Combination sets .which
can be used alternatively as P.P.I. or R.H.I. have been made and have the
great advantage of using a single transmitter, receiver and aerial with consequent reduction in cost over that for two separate equipments. A disadvantage is that the all round surveillance of the P.P.I.is lost while concentrating on the range-height picture along a particular bearing. Probably the
most convenient arrangement would be to have an aerial with a circular aperture giving the same beam-width in both horizontal and vertical planes. By
increasing the elevation of the aerial after each revolution it would then.be
possible to gain quite rapidly an idea of the three-dimensional picture of all
the echoing volumes and, in particular, the echoes which have the greatest
vertical extent. These can then be examined in more detail, if necessary, with
the range-height facility. For later examination, a series of photographs on
different angles of elevation and different receiver ~ain settings, of course,
would give the complete three-dimensional picture (see paragraph 7.9). The
requirement here is for a narrow beam-width to give adequate resolution, a
beam-width of less than 2° would be desirable. This implies an aerial of circular aperture with diameter greater than about 6 m if a wavelength of 10 em
is used and about 2 m if the wavelength used is 3 em. The effects of precipitation attenuation (paragraph 1.12) on 3 em wavelength should however be
borne in mind.
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Power output should be as high as is reasonably possible although with
large aerials the power requirements can be relaxed somewhat. In tropical
countries, where the rain intensity is usually high, power output may be of
secondary importance but in extra-tropical countries, where much of the rainfall occurs at a low rate, the maximum range at which precipitation can be
detected may be disappointingly low unless high power output is used. Power
outputs of the order of 500 kW on 10 em wavelength and 100 kW on 3 em wavelength are easily possible but are liable to be expensive. Very much lower
power outputs have given interesting research results in many countries but
for operational use outside the tropics it is wise to aim at as high a power
output as possible, and the figures quoted above would be well worth aiming
at. If the operational interest is in thunderstorms or heavy showers only,
then a lower output would be adequate (but experience of the value of the information supplied would probably result in, increasing demands for information on lower rates of rainfall, which the low power set would then be unable
to meet).
Many of the available radars operate on pulse lengths of 2 microsec or
less to give good range discrimination for the purpose for which they were
originally designed (e.g. detection of aircraft or shipping) but in designing
a radar specifically for weather purposes it would be advantageous to increase
the pulse length since the power received from an assemblage of raindrops is
directly proportioned to pulse length (equation (1)). A pulse length of
5 microsec would give a range discrimination of 750 m which would be adequate
for most operational purposes and give a useful increase in range of detectability of the smaller rainfall rates.
To sum up,the desirable'characteristics are P.P.I. and R.H.I. information using large aerials, high power output and relatively long pulse length
(of the order of 5 microsec) together with facilities for stepped sensitivity
and possibly for off-centering on the P.P.I. display. Less stringent requirements would suffice in tropical areas.

3.

3.1

RECORDING AND TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION OBTAINABLE FROM RADAR DISPLAYS

Recording the information

3.1.1 .!!y_ tIa.£iEg_

ot .:!h~ Ei~pJay

At present the only satisfactory method of recording permanently the
detail shown on weather-radar displays is by means of photography (see paragraph 3.1.2). For minvte-to-minvte or hovr-to-hovr vse, however, it is frequently convenient and more economic to make tracings of the echoes displayed
by means of a perspex or celluloid overlay machined to fit closely over the
face of the display tVbe and on which, vsing chinagraph or other suitable
pencils, the echo ovtlines can be traced. It is very convenient to have permanently etched- on this overlay the principal map featvres of the country
surrovnding the station, e.g. major towns, rivers and high grovnd. If this is
done care mvst always be taken to match up exactly the centre points and
north indicator, to get trve orientation, and the range scales. All displays
have provision for indicating range from the station electronically by
brightening pips at suitable range intervals so that as the aerial turns
these pips trace out equally spaced and concentric range markers. Because of
slight changes in the electronic circuits it may occasionally happen that
spacings between the range markers change fractionally over a period of a few
hours or less and it should be a rovtine when making echo tracings to ensure
that the range markers are lined up with standard range marks on the perspex
overlay. Similarly in photography the range marker brilliance should always
be adjusted to give a permanent record of the range markers on the film.
Having made tracings on the perspex overlay these can then if desired
be transferred by a second tracing to permanent record sheets which can also
be used for facsimile transmissions (see below). It is inevitable that some
loss of detail and accuracy must OCcur from the tracing techniqve, particularly as the tvbe faces are usually thick and it is hard to avoid parallax errors, bvt for immediate practical use these errors are unlikely to be significant. It has often proved convenient when the movement of isolated echo
features is required to plot echo movements directly on the face of the tVbe,
some radars employ "ref lection plotters" to eliminate parallax errors.
From a regvlar sequence of such tracings at intervals appropriate
the way the echo picture is changing with time (often it may be necessary
allow even less than a t hour interval) the development and movement
echoes can be conveniently studied and extrapolations made as a prediction
future movement.

to
to
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3.1.2 .!!Y_PE0.!0.9r2PEL

The best permanent record is by photography, either by hand-operated
camera or by time-lapse cine-photography. For research studies photography is
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essential and while cine-photography as a regular feature may prove too expensive it is very instructive to make some cine-films. The study of timelapse cine-films when projected at normal speed to give a speeded-up version
of echo behaviour has revealed many hitherto unsuspected features. of echo
growth, movement and decay.
Photographs of the ground return at different range s.ettings are helpful in training observing personnel to distinguish between precipitation
echoes and those norma lly returned from surrounding terrain. ("permanent"
echoes). Pictures of the display when anomalous propagation' conditions. prevail (see paragraph 5.1) serve to inform the radar operators· of the extended
range possible of ground targets under these conditions.
Conventional photographic film is sensitive only to the "sparkle" emitted by the phosphors on the oscilloscope tube face when the sweep line passes
over them and is not greatly sensitive to the afterglow. In order to ,obtain a
satisfactory photograph, therefore, it is necessary to take a time_exposure
such that the duration of the exposure is equal to one or more full cycles of
the aerial op~ration. An aperture of about F 4.5 or 5.6 will usually give
satisfactory results. Either the lens aperture or the number of aerial cycles
in the time exposure may' be varied to improve the photographic results.
Pictures may be taken by almost any sort of camera that can be focussed
on the radar scope and that is capable of taking time-exposures. For timelapse cine-photography it may be possible. to arrange for the opening and
closing of the camera shutter to be done automatically us'ing electric impulses from the display itself. For example, on many P.P.I. equipments provision is made for the trace to'be brightened each time the aerial sweeps
through magnetic or true North, using a mechanical switch on the aerial itself. This 'same switch could be used to open the camera shutter on one revolution and close it on the next so that photographs are taken every other revolution of the aerial. If automatic photography is used i t is important to
view the display at frequent intervals to ensure that all is well (e.g. that
the brilliance level has not altered, that sensitivity has nQt deteriorated
or that faults have not developed).
Photographs can be of irmnediate operationa I va lue if they are taken
with a camera that includes rapid processing features permitting the development of the film within a minute or so after exposure. Such pictures may be
used for immediate photo-transmission, or, if alternately positive and negative pictures are taken, these may be overlaid to determine direction and
speed of echo-movement, rate of echo-development, etc.
It is highly desirable but not essential to have a separate display
tube, run in parallel, for photography alone. This will avoid disturbance by
the radar operator and the range can be kept consistent regardless of changes
in range setting made at the master display. It would be a further advantage
to have an auxiliary tUbe with short. persistance. For normal viewing it is
essential to have a display tUbe with a coating which retains the echo image
at good intensity for at least one complete cycle of the aerial (i.e. a good
afterglow), but this can be an embarrassment in photography. Although the
response of a normal film to the afterglow is poor the exposure time is so
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long that some effect is visible on development. When photographs are taken
in rapid sequence, especially on the R.H.I. display on different b'larings, the
afterglow. effect can make the photographs rather unsatisfactory.
3.2

Transmitting the information
1~ Ee~d_fEr_tEaDsE!ij;tjn.9

EajaE .Qaj;a_
At the present time, radar data are primarily of use for local operations and are of less value for synoptic purposes i.e. the data are of most
use to the forecaster who can personally view the radar scope. Nevertheless
some, or all, of the data are also of value to others more distant from the
station and for this reason methods of transmitting the data are required.
Because the detail of the radar picture is continually changing knowledge of
this detail is of value only to the stations in the immediate vicinity of the
precipitation portrayed. An hour or two's extrapolation of the movement of
the individual echoes would be all that could reasonably be expected with accuracy. Hence one can see two requirements for transmission of information;
(i) sufficient information to enable a detailed picture to be visualized for
use within, say, 80 km of the radar site, and (ii) a more general idea of
precipitation conditions prevailing in the neighbourhood of the radar site
for use at greater distances by synoptic analysts and others.
It is the custom in meteorology to attempt to transmit all observations by means of a figure code but it is virtually certain that no such code
can be devised to meet the requirements for·(i) above. In any case the complexity of the code would be such that, on many occasions, the time taken to
encode, transmit and decode the information would mean that the detailed information would already be out of date by the time it was available to a
forecaster.
3.2.1

To meet the requirement for (ii) above a simple code could no doubt be
devised to give the broad picture of radar echo activity surrounding a station, although a simple plain-language statement would in many ways be preferable. Such a statement would be particularly valuable from sparsely inhabited areas and from ocean weather ships. For example, a·statement from an
ocean weather ship uline of strong echoes orientedNE-SW through (position in
latitude and longitude) moving SE at x kt U would give valuable information
to the synoptic meteorologist in placing accurately the position and orientation of a front.
Various codes have been used by different countries for transmitting
radar information and examples of these are given in paragraph 3.2.2. Other
methods of transmitting the data more suitable for requirement (i) are discussed in paragraph 3.2.3.
3.2.2 !x.!!m.El~s_oi .£o.Qe.§ iOE j;r.!!n.§mjs.§iEr1_oi Eaja! ja.!a~

3.2.2.1

Y~§~_0~~~~~~~_~~~~_~99~

The symbolic form of the coded message is

*

For details, see WMO publication No.9, Volume B, Chapter III.
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III

GGgg

DDS S S S
e e e e ww

(4DvDV SnSfR)
'

(7H d d f f )

e e e e e

The first four groups are regarded as basic groups
as giving supplemental information.
~he

and

the remainder

symbols have the following meanings

III

Station designator

GGgg

Time of observation (LST) in hours and minutes

CI

Character and intensity of echo (e.g. I

C2

Coverage and type (e.g. 5

d d

Direction of echo movement in tens of degrees

f f

Speed of echo movement in knots

DD

Bearing to echo location point in tens of degrees
(50 is added to D D
to indicate circu'lar areas
points of echoes)
e e

s s
s s

ee

= broken

= weak

stratiform echo)

line of echo)

or non-end

Se Se

Distance to echo location point in units of 4 nautical miles

S S
ww

Width or diameter of echo in units of 4 nautical miles
Bearing of vertical scan (RHI) in tens of degrees
Distance to ,near side of echo in tens of nautical miles
Distance to far side of echo in tens of nautical miles
Representativeness of scan

h h

s s

Height of base of echo
Height of top of echo
Cloud type resembled
Height of top of bright band
Tendency of echo (e.g. 3

= decreasing

intensity,

increasing area)
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Quadrants represented by DvDy
adjacent qUadrant on left)
i

(e.g.

3

Stability of observed echoes (e.g.
convective in top of top layer)

s

1

= most echoes in this and
generally stratiform

and

Altitude of wind data

H

e

Wind direction determined from movements of echo aloft
degrees
f f

in tens of

Wind speed determined from movements of echo aloft in knots

e e

3.2.2.2

!!~§~_~~~g~;:~_El~~!:_l~!:2~~ge_~~9;:

This is a semi-plain language code primarily for internal and teletype
use, using standard (U.S.W.B.) phrase contractions (e.g. BRKN for broken
echoes, S10 for solid echo, etc.).
3.2. 2.3

~e~;:.:.~~_~~!Lt>L!:~~;:E~L~~!~~Eele2~~~l_J2;:E~~~;:!:!_~!_g!:e~;:~~~

Form of code
RADAR

GGggZ

The symbols

GGggZ

III
III

POD RO
e e

have the conventional meaning

P

Type of precipitation echo (e.g. 2
. line or rectangular block)

DD

Direction to the centre of the echo pattern in tens of degrees

R

Range to centre of the echo pattern
miles

o

Orientation of line or rectangular block (e.g. 3

e e

L

=

scattered strong echoes in a

(e.g.

6 = 75 to 100 nautical

= ENE-WSW)

Extent of pattern coverage (e.g. 3 = line or block, 75 to 100 nautical miles in l,ength, 7 = circular area 10 to 2) nautical miles
radius)

x

Width of line or'block or echo coverage of circular area (e.g. 3 =
width of line or block 15 to 25 nautical miles, 7 = coverage of
circular area t to t)

A

Change in echo pattern
up)

D

Direction from which pattern has been moving (e.g. 3

(e.g. 1

= generally decreasing or breaking

= SE)
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Speed of movement of pattern (e.g. 3

= 10

to 15 kt)

The last two groups are, of course, repeated as necessary.
3.2.2.4 9~9~~_~D_~~E~I!~~~!~~_~~~_eY_~I~D~~_~~!~~I~~~~~~~~_§~EY~~~
Form of code :
OBRAD

(n)iii

OBRAD SHIP

YQLa La La

L L L GG

lllreDf

( 999h hhh )

YCGgg
000

}

C{cLaLaLa

L00·0
LL QO r

The last four groups being repeated as necessary.
(n)iii

Station indicator (which need not be the actual radar station)

Y.CGgg

Day and time of observation
Octant of globe (International code 70)
Latitude and longitude of ship position in tenths of degrees

GG

Time of observation in quarter hours (International code 37)
Intensity of echo (e.g. 3 = strong)
Shape of echo (e.g. 3

= circular

area)

a a a
Latitude, longitude and octant of globe for the centre of the echo
LLL}
LLLQ
or area of echoes
o

or

0

0

Orientation of line of echoes or of the major axis
echoes (e.g. 3 = ENE-WSW)

of an area

of

Length of line of echo or of major axis of area of echoes or diameter of circular area of echoes in tens of nautical miles
Width of area of echoes
nautical miles

or diameter of circular area

H

Height of top of echo

D

Direction of movement of the top of the echo

f

Speed of movement of top of echo in tens of knots

e

in tens of
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hhhh

Altitude of the bright band in hectometres

3.2.2.5

British NUBEX code
------------------

Form of code
YGGgg

NUBEX

xxxx

xxxx

where YGGgg has the conventional meaning
nature of the message.

and

DDDAA

h h h dd
e e e

NUBEX is an indicator. of the

The third and fourth groups which comprise four letters followed by
four figures give the position to the nearest minute of latitude and longitude, of the centre of the radar echo in GEOREF co-ordinates.
DDD

The direction
moving

in whole degrees

towards

which

the radar echo is

AA

Area covered by radar echo expressed in 10 min squares of latitude
and longitude

h h h
e e e

Height of top of radar echo in hundreds of feet

dd

Orientation to
region when
the echo has
level; 50 is

nearest 10 degrees of major axis of precipitation
the top of the echo appears flat. When the top of
one or more sharp peaks superimposed on the average
added to dd and.h h h refers to the highest peak.
e e e

3.2.3 Me.!h~d2 ~f_ tEaEs.!!!i.!tin.9 .!h~ EaEaE ~cho_pic.!uEe_
A general ·outline of systems which have been, or can be, used for
transmitting the radar echo ·picture itself, as distinct from coded transmissions, are contained in the following notes. For a rough idea of the relative
costs of the systems used the approximate cost is given in units. In U.S.A.
this unit would correspond to approximately 5,000 dollars.·
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System

Communications Rapidity of
facilities
required

Television
viewing of
radar

Microwave
link

Fidelity of
reproduction
picture
presentation
(Assume 3 11 x411
when relevant)

Simultaneous
with radar

High

39.

Cost

Remarks

(3 units)
including
link

Clear line of sight required between
stations unless repeater stations
are used. Many offices can listen
to transmission. Can present data
from more than one scope.

displays

Simultaneous

High

(2 units)
plus about
.0002 unit
per foot of
cable run

Can present data for more than one
scope. No maintenance required on
underground cable. Limited to cable
run of about a lp.i Ie unless repeater
used.

Microwave
link

Simultaneous
with radar

Very high

(8 units)
inc luding
link

Clear line of sight required between
stations unless repeaters are used.
Complicated devices required at both
ends of system to provide selsyn,
video arrl trigger information to repeater stations. D:!vices hecomemore
complicated and costly if repetition
of data from all scopes is wanted.
More than one station can listen i f
it has the receiving and interpreting devIces.

Direct re-

Coaxial

peating of
radar

Simultaneous
with radar

Very high

cable

(7 units)
plus about
.001 unit
per foot of
cable run

Complicated devices required at both
ends of system to provide selsyn,
video and tdgger information to repeater stations. Devices become more
complicated and costly if repetition of data from all types of
scopes is wanted.

Wire

Telephone

About every

High

photo

pair

10 minutes
including
development

(1 unit)
plus line
charges

Taking of picture required by polaroid-type process or other fast
photographic system. Dark room and
developing equipment required at
receiving end. Notes or printed
text can be transmitted. Data from
any scope can be transmitted.

Radiophoto

Radio link

About 1

High, but
subject
to radio
inteI7-

(1 unit)
plus cost
of radio
transmitting or receiving
equipment

Taking of picture required by polaroid-type process or other fast
photographic system. Dark room and
developing equipment required at
receiving end. Notes or printed
text can be transmitted. Data from
any scope can be transmitted. Radio
frequency selected will depend upon
distance between stations and terrain intervening between themoMore
than one station can "listen i f it
has proper facilities. Radio link
can also be used for voice -transmissiong

Television

Coaxial

viewing of

cable

radar
display

Direct
remoting
of radar
display

every
10 minutes
including
development

ference
(at times)
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System

Communications Rapidity of Fidelity of
facilities
picture
reproduction
required
Prpsentation
11
il
(Assume 3 x4
.when ~elevant)

Cost

Remarks

( 1-2 units)

Some type of fast photography system requ~red or else tracings must
be made of radio scope for transmission. Data. from any scope, or
written text, can also be transmitted.

Telephone
pair

3 or 4
minutes

Fair, but
lacking
tone

Facsimile

Radio link

3 :or 4
minutes

Fair, but
lacking
tone. Subject to
radio
interference

(1-2 units)

Sloweddown video

Two telephone' pairs

I minute

Good

(1-2 units)

Storage
tUbe

Telephone
pair

2 minutes

.High

(1-2 units)

facsimile

plus line
charges

Some type of fast photography system required or else tracings must
be made of radio scope for transmission.- Data from any scope, or
written text~ can also be transrni tted. Radio frequency selected will
depend upon distance between stations and the terrain intervening
between them. More than one station
can listen if they have appropriate
receiving equipment.

In -general, all systems for repegting radar information are governed by the
band_width of the communication facilities that are available and that can .be financed,
"and the rapidIty and fidelity of picture transmission required. There is 'no compromise
in th~se matters. For example, one cannot obtain instantaneous transmission of highquality pictures over communications facilities having narrow band-wid~h.

4.

4.1

TYPES OF ECHO FROM PRECIPITATION

General remarks

We have seen from the theoretical considerations outlined in Part 1
that it is very unlikely that the radars to be used for operational purposes
in meteorology, giving plan-position or height-range displays, will be able
to detect water droplets ·Or ice crystals in the atmosphere unless they are
already o.f precipitable size. It is unfortunate that the expression "radar
.echoes from clouds" has been used rather Widely, but there is no justification for this. It cannot be too strongly emphasized that precipitation alone
is detectable and that the limiting rate of precipitation which can be detected varies with the parameters of the set in use and with the range in the
manner already discussed in Part I. The fact that precipitation exists at some
level in the atmosphere does not imply necessarily that precipitation will
reach the ground since, particularly when the precipitation is in the form of
snow, the particles may evaporate before reaching the ground. Thus high-power
3 cm and 10 cm equipments with large aerials will frequently "see" the large
ice crystals present in some medium-level clouds, particularly at short
ranges, leading to claims that the clouds themselves have been detected. This
must be taken into account whenP'P'I. equipments only are in use since the
wide beam-width in the vertical, frequently used with such equipments, results
in echoes from precipitation particles in a considerable vertical extent of
the atmosphere being displayed, with no means of distinguishing the height
from which the greatest (or only) echo power is received. A simultaneous
height-range display, of course, resolves the difficulty.
Although precipitation only is detectable there are wide variations in
horizontal and vertical extent of precipitation in different synoptic situations and the patterns of the echo displays received are themselves most informative. Subsequent paragraphs will indicate the information which can be
deduced or inferred from the characteristics of the echo as it is displayed
on either the plan-position or height-range indicator.
4.2

Precipitation associated with layer-type clouds

Radar echoes from precipitation associated with stratified clouds, when
seen on the P.P.I. presentation, have a diffuse appearance (see Figure 1)
with ill-defined edges and usually are of quite uniform intensity. These
echoes cannot usually be detected at very great ranges (e.g. beyond 100 miles)
because of the relatively low rainfa 11 rates usually associated with such
precipitation and because of the relatively small vertical extent of the
echoes giving the greatest received power. This latter effect is clearly de~
monstrated when the echoes are examined in the vertical cross-section using
R.H.I. equipment (see Figure 2). The echo received on a particular bearing is
extensive in the horizontal and again generally diffuse but exhibits a
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characteristic enhanced echo from a height in the neighbourhood of the melting' level. This enhancement is generally referred to as the "bright band" and
in reality occurs over a very limited range of height, of the order of a
hundred metres usually, but the effect of beam-width in the vertical is to
cause the vertical extent to be exaggerated on the display. If the gain of
the radar is very high, the "bright band" may be concealed in the genera 1
, echo but it appears clearly if the gain of the receiver is reduced (Figure 8).
It is generally accepted that the "bright band" arises because of the
high efficiency as a reflector of radio energy of ice crystals and snowflakes
in the initial stages of melting, when they have acquired a wet surface and
before surface tension effects have pulled them into a spherical shape. The
wet surface causes them to scatter almost as efficiently as if composed entirely of water while the exaggerated shapes assumed lead to high values of
scattering cross-section compared with spheres.
Above the bright band precipitation is in the form of large ice crystals or snow while beneath it is in the form of rain. Because of the relatively low fall-speed of snow (1 to 2 m(sec) the echo from above the bright band
frequently exhibits in varying degrees the effect of the radial component of
the wind shear in the vertical (see Figure 3). Thin wispy "precipitation
streaks", sometimes not reaching the ground (Figure 28), also clearly manifest
the wind-shear.
The bright band is only seen cleariy in stable atmospheric conditions
when any up-currents present are uniform,and weak; it disappears with increasing convection as the nature of the precipitation particles and their distribution become more homogeneous· in the vertica 1. A height-range display can
therefore give valuable indications of the presence of instability in situations giving rise to precipitation.
4.3

Precipitation associated with convective clouds

Echoes from convective-type' precipitation are characterized by their
clearly-defined sharp edges (Figures 4, 13, 17, 18). A blurring of the edges
is recognized as one of the first signs of decay. In the vertical crOSs-section (R.H.I.) (Figure 5) the echo is seen to consist of one or more sharpedged vertical columns with no sign of the "bright band". Because of' the
larger drop sizes associated with showers the echoes are usually of high intensity and reduction of the receiver gain shows the highest intensities to
be associated with narrow vertical columns (Figure 6). As decay of the shower
progresses and the echo edges and tops become more diffuse a bright band near
the melting level may finally appear (Figure 8). Frequently a shower complex
will consist of cells in various stages of development and the radar picture
will clearly indicate this (Figures 7, 8 and 18). Experience has shown that
in a developing shower cell large particles are present at all levels in the
cloud with the result that the top of the echo displayed differs little in
height from the top of the visua 1 cloud. ' In the more extreme convective developments associated with thunderstorms the cloud top may often be at or
above the tropopause level of the environment and the echo top has been observed to extend to this height also. Such heights may be as great as 17 km
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or more. Because of the great vertica 1
ranges achieved by radar on showers and
powered sets will detect heavy showers
high-power sets have detected them more
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extent of echo of high intensity the
thunderstorms are great and even lowat ranges greater than 160 km while
than 500 km away.

Although on some occasions showers may be shown, from the P.P.I. picture to be distributed apparently entirely at random (Figure 4), nevertheless
it is remarkable how often there appears to be some order and method in their
distribution (Figures 13 and 18). The study of precipitation patterns from
P.P.I. pict4Xes alone would prObably be 'rewarding in many parts of the world.
In temperate latitudes the most highly organized pattern is, of course,
that associated with a cold front. Convective echoes associated with these
fronts are usually not distinctly separate but blend together into large
masses arranged in a line along the frontal zone (Figure 9). Reduced receiver
gain, however, will indicate the active convection cells in the general frontal precipitation (Figures 10 to 12). The appearance of a solid line may sometimes be an effect of beam-width distortion and the line would then appear to
break up as it approached the radar.
I f precipitation occurs with a squall-line,
line-type echoes will
sometimes be observed (Figure 14). These echoes are usually more separated
than those in a cold front and on some occasions more than one squall line
may be propagated from the front and observed by the radar.

4.4

Thunderstorms

This type of echo is a special type of convective echo. I t should be
emphasized that, unless lightning echoes are observed, there is no obvious
way of distinguishing between an echo from a thunderstorm and that from a
heavy shower. In general if the echo isof exceptional intensity or if the top
of the' echo extends to great heights (e.g. heights at which the temperature
is probably below -40°C) the probability is great that the echo is from a
thunderstorm (Figures 7 and 13).
Transient echoes can be detected, in specially favourable conditions,
from the ionised path of the lightning flashes themselves (see paragraph 4.9),
but the chances of a sweeping radar pointing at a particular storm at the
instant a lightning flash occurs is small and as a reliable method of detect'ing the existence of a thunderstorm such echoes can be discounted. Transient
echoes have been observed, however, after the event by the examination of
consecutive frames of a time-lapse cinematograph record (Figure 20). (See
paragraph 4.9.) By stopping the aerial on the bearing of a particular echo
suspected of being a thunderstorm and viewing the reoeived signal on A-scope,
the echoes from lightning can more easily be detected as transient-echoes of
high intensity (Figure 15). Such echoes would be proof of the existence of a
thunderstorm but the converse would not be true.
In tBmperate regions thunderstorms are usually isolated in occu~rence
and the P.P.I. presentation reveals this (Figure 13)0 Not enough is known of
the thunderstorm distribution in tropical areas, especially in the region of
the inter-tropical convergence zone and in the Indian monsoon. There is no
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,doubt that the study of P.P.I. pictures alone from such areas would add greatly to existing knowledge and produce information of great significance to
aviation; In areas where the heavy thunderstorm rain becomes 'widespread account must always be taken of the effects of precipitation attenuation on the
P.P.I. pattern observed, and especially on 3 cm wavelength.
4.5

Hurricanes or typhoons

Echoes from these storms are usually distinctive in appearance but it
must be remembered that attenuation in the heavy precipitation associated with
these storms may modify considerably the precipitation pattern in some sectors.
The first manifestation of a disturbance may be the observance of
echoes from squalls that are moving in a direction opposite to that usually
prevailing in the area. As the storm develops circulation of echoes about a
centre becomes complete. The character of the echoes associated with these
tropical cyclones varies according to their position relative to the centre.
In the periphery of the storm the echoes are convective and cellular in
nature, sharp-edged and ,of high intensity. Any thunderstorms and tornadoes
which occur with tropical storms usually occur with these cells and in general the associated weather is squally. These echoes, which move with the
storm circulation, have great vertical extent and have been observed as far
as 600 km from the storm centre. Passing towards the centre of the storm from
these outer convective cells there is sometimes observed a relatively echofree area some 80 km in extent followed by a large,area of intense echo of
more stable characteristics. In ,this main "rain shield" rainfall is very heavy
and thunderstorms are usually absent. If,the gain of the radar is reduced a
spirally~banded structure of the echo lines is observed.
Further towards the
centre, beyond the "rain shield" mass, a cellular echo structure is often observed. These echoes are arranged in definite spiral bands and surround the
"eye" of the storm (Figure 16). The individual cells move along the spiral
bands (Which themselves rotate slowly around the centre) and into the centre
in an anti-clockwise direction (in the Northern Hemisphere).
It is usually considered best not to attempt to give a precise location of the eye of the storm unless it can be seen on the P.P.I. and unless
its definite location can be substantiated by circulation of echoes about it
(i;e. the position of the "eye" is' not safely estimated from other echo
characteristics when the "eye" itself is beyond radar range). 'The verification of the location of the "eye" at long ranges can be done only by painstaking and continuous watching of the P.P.I. and careful plotting of echo movements. The "eye" of a well developed storm can be first detected with powerful equipment at ranges around 280 - 320 km but an exceptional range of 460 km
has been reported.
The geometric form of the spiral bands has been studied by some researchers. Tentatively it has been found that some form of a logarithmic
spiral appears to fit the echo pattern best. In these studies a "crossing
angle" has been defined; i.e. the angle of crossing between the spiral and a
family of concentric circles drawn about the centre of the spiral. It has been
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found that the crossing angle becomes smaller the nearer one approaches the
centre of the storm. It aiso appears that the crossing angle is small with
young storms in low latitude and large with decaying storms in middle latitudes.
In tropical areas ·the precipitation ill often distributed quite uniformly about the centre of the storm. In higher latitudes, particularly when the
storm approaches a land mass, the precipitation may be concentrated in a particular sector of the storm, leaving other sectors almost echo-free.
As the storm decays, either in passing over land or in becoming an
tra-tropical depression, the form of the "eye" and the spiral shape of
rain bands become less well-defined. It then becomes difficult to locate
"eye" exactly and, indeed, aircraft reconnaissance sometimes suggests
existence of more than one low pressure centre.

exthe
the
the

Small-scale changes in the "eye" of the storm may be observed by radar,
such as oscillations (sometimes systematic) of the path of the "eye" and abrupt changes of coUrse but care must be taken not to confuse small-scale
changes in the motion of the "eye" with major changes in the course of the
storm as a whole.
4.6

Tornadoes and water-spouts

Considerable effort has been spent in seeking characteristic radar
echo forms that might positively identify a tornado or water-spout. Most tornadoes derive from extremely violent thunderstorms of great vertical development but on rare occasions they are' observed with stratiform clouds and without associated precipitation or radar echo. Many of the massive thunderstorms
associated with tornadoes give rise to radar echoes that have a hooked or
"figure - 6" shaped protuberance in the right rear quadrant of the storm
(when facing in the direction toward which the storm is moving). (Figures I?
A, B, C.) The "hook" is believed to be the echo from a huge mass of water
droplets that is swept out of the mother cloud by the vortex and not an echo
from the tornado funnel itself. Unfortunately, the size of the' hook is so
sma 11 that it cannot be distinguished at long ranges owing to beam-width distortion (Figure I? E) and similar protuberances to those portrayed in Figure,l? oCCur with many echoes from thunderstorms which have no tornadoes associated with them (see, for example, Figure 18).
The following echo features also are taken to be indicative of a severe
local storm that may be a tornado :.
(a)

Unusually great vertical extent (e.g. up to 15 - 18 kID);

(b)

Unusually rapid movement (e.g. as fast as 100 km(hr);

(c)

Echoes which appear to co llide or points of co llision of lines of echoes;

(d)

The first echo that forms in an unstable meteorological situation may
finally be associated with the most severe storm.

E'choes from water-spouts have been observed at short range (6 to 10 km)
on a P.P.I. The echoes were intense and circular in shape and showed no other
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characteristic pattern. Because of the short range at which they were observed, and the size and appearance of the echoes, it seems likely that most of
the signals received came from the disturbed water and heavy spray at the foot
of the spout.
.
4.7

Hail

Hail of damaging size is most common in continental areas in temperate
latitudes and because of its exceptional hazard to aircraft, as well as the
damage done on the ground, it would be valuable to have positive indication
of its presence from the radar P.P.I. picture of the precipitation. Hail is,
of course, associated with violent convection and the radar echoes which have
been positively identified as associated with hail have shown the sharp-edged
high-intensity echoes characteristic of precipitation arising from convection
(Figures 4, 13, 18). In many cases, hail has been associated with protuberances or fingers from the edges of the bright convection-type echoes with perhaps a V-shaped notch between the fingers. It is, unfortunately, true that
protuberances are characteristic of most convective-type echoes (Figures 4,
18) and that many such protuberances have not been associated with hail. It
seems unlikely, therefore, that the shape alone of the P.P.I. echo can· do more
than indicate the possibility of hail. It is likely, though, that more could
be done by consideration of the intensity of the echo, certainly for damaging
hail. Since a hailstone can grow to sizes greatly in excess of that possible
for a liquid water drop (e.g. 5 or 10 cm diameter compared with a maximum of
5 to 6 mm for a water drop) and will frequently have a wet skin the response
from large hail will be many times greater than that from raindrops of the
same precipitation rate, because of the dependence of received power on sixth
power of particle diameter (see Part 1). For example, one hailstone of diameter 2 cm and density 0.8 g/cm3 would contain the same water as 100 raindrops of diameter 4 mm but would give a radar response 156 times as great when
wet. Even allowing for the higher fall speed of the hailstones over the raindrops, the precipitation rate for a given echo intensity would not need to be
nearly so high if the precipitation was in the form of large hail as it would
be if the precipitation was entirely of water. Thus an exceptionally high
echo intensity would be more likely to be explained by the presence of a few
large hailstones than by what might be regarded as an impossibly high rate of
rainfall.. It would seem that research could demonstrate for a particular set
a threshold value of echo intensity at a specified range abo~e which there
. would be at least a strong probability that damaging hail was present. A calibrated gain control would be aYl that was required for setting up the threshold values at different ranges.
4.8

Snow
Echoes from snow are fuzzy and diffuse (Figure 19). Because dry ice
crystals are much poorer reflectors of radio energy than water drops and because the equivalent· precipitation rate of snow reaching the ground is often
low, dry snow is not seen to as great a range as rain. Wet snow would, of
course, be equivalent to "bright band" conditions near the surface and give a
strong response but because of its low elevation and the effect of earth's
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curvature the ranges obtainable would be loW. With a high powered efficient
3 cm radar, moderate snow may be seen dependably to a range of about 120 km
and occasionally beyond 160 km; however there are many cases when snow evaporates before it reaches the ground. Echoes from snow showers are usually of
higher intensity than those from more general snow but the edges of the echoes
are still diffuse.
4.9

Lightning

These echoes have been referred to briefly in paragraph 4.4. Some of
the spectacular echoes from the ionised path of the lightning discharge have
been displayed extending on occasions over 130 to 160 kfu (Figure 20). They
have most readily been detected by post facto examination of film taken at
every revolution of a P.P.I. and comparison of successive pictures. Because
the ionised path dissipates quickly the echo is a transient one detected by
chance as the aerial is pointing in the appropriate direction. They are best
seen by 23 cm wavelength radar among the common radars although a longer wavelength still (e.g. 50 cm) would probably be better. For such radars the responses from light rain are too weak to be detected so that there is less
chance of the lightning echo being lost in the response from rain.

5.

5.1

ECHOES ASCRIBED TO PHENOMENA NOT ASSOCIATED WITH PRECIPITATION

The effects of anomalous propagation

A radio wave traversing the atmosphere experiences refraction - just
as light waves do. The effect of refraction is to cause the radio waves to
follow a curved path, the curvature of which is governed by the way the.radio
refractive index of the.atmosphere varies with height. Under "normal"· conditions near sea level (i.e. long-term average conditions in temperate latitudes regarding the vertical gradient of refractive index), the path of a
radar beam ray propagated tangentially to the earth from a source at· the surface is concave downward and has a radius of curvature which is about four
times that of the earth; but under special atmospheric conditions over a
limited interval of height the variation of refractive index can be such as
to give to the path a curvature equal to or greater than the earth's curvature. A beam which is projected horizontally, or nearly so, may in these conditions be bent into a path which follows the surface of the earth or even
returns to earth. The gradients of radio refractive index in the vertIcal
which are necessary to cause such enhanced refraction are considerable but
can be encountered over limited height ranges. Because of the limited height
range over which such gradients are possible the effects of "anomalous propagation" are usually only detectable for radio paths which initially make a
very small angle (1/2 0 or less) with the horizontal. For higher angles of
propagation the radio energy almost always fails to return to the earth because of the greater curvature required and also because the radio energy too
quickly traverses the lower atmospheric layers which are the only ones to
contain high radio refractive index gradients. The refractive index of the
atmosphere for radio wavelengths depends on the temperature, pressure and
humidi ty and it can be shown that for bending towards the earth an increase
of temperature with height (inversion) or decrease of specific humidity with
height is necessary. Critical values of the gradient of each with the other
constant are about + 0.087° C/mJDr temperature and -0.016 g/kgm-l for specific humidity in temperate climates but vary somewhat with temperature, pressure and humidity. Many inversions of temperature are, of course, associated
with humidity lapses in the vertical so that both effects are present to increase the curvature of the beam.
Propagation under these conditions is termed "anomalous" but it should
be remembered that there are seasons of the year, districts of the world or
weather situations in which anomalous propag~tion would be considered normal.
Anticyclonic subsidence inversions and the drift of warm dry air from continents over cooler sea are examples of conditions in which anomalous propagation would be expected.
Because most P.P.I. radars, in order to obtain the maximum range, are
operated with the radiation propagated at a low angle of elevation and because
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the beam-width in the vertical of many such equipments is large, substantial
energy is·transmitted at angles of less than 1/2 0 to the horizontal and can,
therefore, in suitable conditions be subjected to anomalous propagation. This
energy is then effectively confined to a narrow interval of height and follows the curvature of the earth as far as the requisite atmospheric conditions
persist. Any object proj ecting into this "duct" will scatter back energy to
the receiver by the same path so that very greatly enhanGed ranges on surface
objects can be obtained. This can have a dual effect on the P.P.I. display,
(i) by increasing the range and number of permanent echoes from ground-based
objects with resultant confusion between unusual ground-based echoes and
weather echoes, and (ii) by masking a deterioration in performance of the
equipment since the performance is frequently judged by eye from the appearance of the permanent echoes on the display. Effect (ii) could be serious in
those areas where at certain seasons of the year anomalous propagation is the
rule rather than the exception.
Recognition from the display that anomalous propagation conditions
exist is not possible until these conditions are very widespread but point-topoint radio transmissions in which the received signal strength is accurately
measured on the same or similar wavelengths would reveal them more frequently.
Confusion of ground-based objects with weather echoes can be avoided by careful plotting since weather echoes are rarely completely stationary and association of the ground-based echoes with outstanding topographical features
can usually be made. In areas where anomalous propagation is a frequent occurrence it should be possible to plot the various ground objects or features
from which echoes are likely to be received. Since anomalous propagation is
only associated with radio energy propagated at angles of ·about 1/20 or less
to the horizontal a small increase in elevation of the radar beam will usually cau~e these echoes to disappear. In extreme cases side-lobe energy (see
paragraph 1.6) may be sufficient to give echoes when the main lobe is at an
elevation such that the side-lobe is propagated almost horizontally. Whenever
anomalous propagation is suspected special care should be taken in ensuring
that equipment remains on good performance.
5.2

"Angelt! echoes

From time to time all operational radars, but more particularly those
on wavelengths of 10 em or more having a high power output, receive and display echoes for which there is no obvious explanation. The echoes usually
take the form, when seen on the P.P.I. display, of a number of small dots,
more or less evenly distributed around the station and similar to those received from small aircraft (Figure 21). The height-range display shows the
echoes to be usually confined to heights below about 1,500 m although exceptionally they have been seen at higher levels. The vertical spread of an
echo when seen on the height-range display is no greater than would be expected, because of the vertical beam-width, of an echo from a point source.
Occasionally the number of such echoes can become so great as greatly to confuse the P.P.I. picture and make extremely difficult the observance of weather
echoes or, more seriously, the control of aircraft.
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The echoes can be observed under different weather conditions ranging
·from a completely cloudless sky to more or less complete cloud cover. They
can be seen at any time of the day but there is often a marked tendency for
numbers to increase in the period around sunset and remain high after dark.
Echoes can be seen to move from the approximate direction of the wind
but with speeds often in excess of the wind speed, speeds up to 110 km/hr or
more being observed on some occasions.
Echoes of a similar character have also been observed in large numbers
using vertically-pointing 1.25 cm or 0.86 cm wavelength radars, on which
equipment they often appear to be concentrated. in horizontal bands (Figure 22).
The echoes are usually referred to as "angel" echoes and their origin
is still the subject of much speculation and theorizing. Many regard the
echoes as being of meteorological origin while others regard them as being
adequately explained as echoes from birds or insects. While there is' no doubt
that with high-power equipment echoes from birds can be received there is some
doubt whether they can be present in such numbers as to explain the most
striking displays observed. The meteorological explanation envisages reflection or back-scattering from volumes of the atmosphere, the boundaries of
which exhibit marked gradients of refractive index. Again there is no doubt
theoretically that echoes can be received in this way but the requirements to
which the atmosphere must conform are very stringent and of a scale which it
has not yet been possible to measure. Changes of a few degrees centigrade or
a few mb vapour pressure in a few cm would appear to be necessary over areas
of many square metr~s and it is difficult to see how such gradients can be
maintained against normal turbulent diffusion processes for the several minutes over which "angel" echoes are known to persist.
Careful observations in many different parts of the world could assist
greatly in resolving these problems.
5.3

Echoes from smoke
Normally smoke is composed of. such small particles that, as with
clouds, there is little prospect of detecting smoke plumes by radar. However
echoes associated with heavy smoke plumes (e.g. bush fires, burning-rubber
dump) have been observed on a number of occasions and qne such occasion is
illustrated in Figures 23 and 24.
On many occasions the echo is no doubt accounted for by back-scattering from the large particles of ash and soot' carried upwards in the strong
convective currents of a well-established, fire. Occasionally enough moisture
is taken up to lead to the formation of quite large cumulus clouds above the
fire and it is possible on some of these occasions that sufficiently large
water drops become numerous enough to give a detectable echo even though precipitation may not reach the ground.
"Angel" echoes, if their explanation in terms of refractive index gradients is correct, may also be a possible explanation of some echoes from
smoke. Echoes from smoke are usually seen only with high-power radar equipments.'
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Echoes from dust storms

The particle sizes in dust storms are so small as to make it highly
unlikely that echoes will be received from the dust itself. However, the more
spectacular dust storms are caused by the squalls associated with cumulonimbus
clouds. In arid regions the base of such clouds will be high and the precipitation associated with them may evaporate before reaching the ground but there'
will nevertheless be an echo from the precipitation within and just beneath'
the clouds. Knowing the terrain over which the clouds were passing it might
be possible to infer the presence of a dust storm but it would be wrong to
assume the echo was from the dust and hence assume all dust storms would give
an echo;

It is also possible :that in some cases.the radar may detect a steeprefractive index gradient which may be associated with a "pressure jump" just
ahead of the dust storm (see paragraph 4.3, line-type echoes).
'
5.5

Echoes from insects and birds

As mentioned in paragraph 5.2 the possibility of echoes from insects
and birds has been adduced as an explanation of some "angel" echoes. There is
no doubt that flocks of birds will giv~ a radar echo on high-power equipment
similar to that from a small aircraft and at short ranges echoes from particularly dense clouds of flies have been observed. The tracking of locust
swarms using high-power radar seems a distinct possibility as long as the
height of the swarm is sUfficient, to put it above the radar horizon. If the
"angel'" echoes seen on P.P.I. radars are indeed from birds they may give
worth-while information on bird migration, but positive proof is first required.
5.6

Echoes caused by interference from neighbouring radars

The radiation fran another radar operating on the same wave-length can,
of course, provide a signal which can be picked up by the receiver of the
first radar whenever the propagation path is favourable. This usually means
that the transmitting aerial of the one and the receiving aerial of the other
must be "looking" at each other and be within the radio horizon. Under anoma- ,
lqus propagation conditions (paragraph 5.1) radars which do not normally, interfere with each other may begin to do so. If the outgoing pulses are not
triggered from the same supply and also if the pulse repetition frequencies
are different the received pulses will be displayed at random ranges, since
the range shown on the display is governed only by the instant of transmission of the. pulses from its own transmitter. Strange effects can then be observed, usually in the form of rapidly moving brilliant point-echo traces on
the display often in the form of spirals.
To avoid such interference from neighbouring radars of the same wavelength under one control (e.g.,separate P.P.I. and R.H.I. transmitters) it is
only necessary to arrange that they are all triggered from a master generator,
with the same pulse repetition frequency.

6.

6.1

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF RADAR WEATHER INFORMATION

Introduction

The previous sections have indicated the theory behind the detection
of precipitation by radar and the method of displaying the information obtained. Examples have been given of how the general appearance of the echoes
themselves can give worth-while information on the nature of the precipitation. We come now to the practical operational uses which can be made of the
information displayed.
It is clear that in radar we have a meteorological instrument which
for one meteorological element, namely precipitation, can give readings which
for frequency of observation and distribution in space cannot be approached
by any other, instrument. At any moment we' are given an instantaneous picture
of the detailed' distribution of precipitation over a circular area the radius
of which will depend on the characteristics of the set in use and the intensity of precipitation to be observed, but which in any case will cover many
hundreds.of squ~re miles. Even in an area where the network of reporting stations is dense a quite false picture of the intensity of, or area covered by,
precipitation can be given by the hourly reports from the observing stations
while in the ~rea where the network is sparse, radar has shown that it is
possible for considerable areas of heaVy precipitation to go undetected by
the observing stations. This is particularly true of tropical areas where the
precipitation often takes the form of thundery outbreaks of relatively' limited
extent (compared with frontal precipitation in temperate climates) and'where
observing stations are widely separated. RadBr becomes of exceptional value
in these locations since the heavy nature of the precipitation means that even
a fairly low-powered set has the ability to cover radii in excess of 100 miles.
The value to a trained forecaster of being,pble to keep a large area under
continuous obs·ervation from the precipitation aspect cannot be adequately expressed but must, in any event, be considerable. He can see the pattern of
precipitation and its development without having to rely on observations of
varying quality from dispersed points at relatively infrequent intervals and
without irritating delays in communications. He is granted the peace of mind
which goes with knowing that everything is going according to plan, or alternatively the knowledge that if unexpected developments of precipitation are
taking ,place he will be immediately aware of them and will be able to amend
his forecast accordingly.
.
At sea also radar observations would have great significance, not only
for the personnel on board, but. also in indicating for analysts' at main centres the intensity .and orientation of belts of precipitation and their speed
of movement in areas where conventional observations are inherently sparse.
If the communications problem can. be solved the advantages to be gained from a network-of radars, so sited that a whole country can be covered from
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the precipitation aspect, are great. Figure 25 is a composite picture of
weather echo activity assembled some time after the event. Responses from six
radars (five low-power and one high-power sets) combined to give a picture of
precipitation over the United States associated with a frontal system extending more than a thousand miles. The precision with which the precipitation
can be placed is obvious. Whether the precipitation belts themselves position
the front is open to argument but the temptation is great to re-draw the analysis given to bring the front further on in the East and incorporate two
waves on the front. With such composite pictures continuou~ available at ,a
weather central,forecasting precision would surely benefit very considerably•
.In subsequent paragraphs
dered in more detail.
6.2

practical uses of the information are consi-

Short-period forecasting

Short-period forecasting of precipi tation u:;ing radar information alone
consists simply of extrapolating the observed movement of existing echoes for
varying periods ahead. The accuracy of the forecasts so obtained, and the time
over which the forecast will be possible, will depend on the following factors; (i) the accuracy with which the existing movement is measured, (ii) the
time over which the echoes persist with little or no change of shape, development or decay, (iii) the maximum range to which the precipitation occurring
can be observed at the time, (iv) the speed of movement of the preclpitation,
and (v) the frequency with which new echoes appear.
With regard to (i), if the echo has clearly marked features (e.g. the
sharp-edged echoes associated with showers or the clearance line of cold-front
precipitation), the determination of movement should be possible to within a
degree or two of azimuth and a knot of speed, provided the observations are
carefully made and continuous watch on the echo is maintained throughout the
period of measurement. It is best to make one measurement on three or four
features at the same time, as widely separated as possible because motions in
different sectors may differ. If the echo is diffuse, as, for example, with
warm front precipitation, measurement of muyement may occasionally prove very
difficult.
Point (ii) above presents more difficulty. Some echoes from showers
appear, build up and decay within the space of an hour while echoes associated with thunderstorms, in particular, may show variation in shape and area
which may considerably affect the very detailed forecast which is being at~
tempted. This is particularly unfortunate since thunderstorm echoes can be
detected at the greatest range and potentially give the longest time over
which a forecast could be made. Echoes from frontal precipitation are less
subject to major changes and great success can be achieved in forecasting
clearance of cold-front type precipitation by measuring the speed of movement
of the precipitation belt normal to itself instead of the individual echoes
which have often a large component of movement parallel to the belt.
Points (iii) and (iv) above together determine a maximum time oyer
which a forecast can,be valid. In temperate climates the time can sometimes
be disappointingly short especially on frontal precipitation. For example,
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some low-power sets in use cannot be expected to have a greater range ~han
about 30 - 60 km on continuous moderate rain (i.e. up to 4 mm/hr) and yet the
precipitation may be moviHg at 60 km/hr or more so that less than an hour's
warning would be all that could be achieved for the radar site and not more
than two hours for a station on the opposite extreme of the radar display.
The times would be correspondingly shorter on slight rain. On showers and
thunderstorms, however, the maximum time available will usually exceed the
time of development and decay.
With regard to (v) above, new echoes will appear most frequently in
showery situations but, unless especially unfavourably situated, the chance
of a new shower affecting the forecast for a particular locality within the
period of the forecast must usually be small, although during the period of
maximum development the possibility must always be borne in mind.
In practice it has been found that reliable forecasts can be made for
an hour or two ahead but that the forecasting accuracy decreases considerably
thereafter and a three-hour forecast based on radar alone is probably the
maximum that should be attempted. The. point, however, is obviously one for
local research.
Having established the ability to make detailed forecasts of high accuracy of precipitation for short periods ahead a decision has to be made on
the ~tilit1 of such forecasts. This, of course, is primarily for local decision but a few points merit discussion. The value to aviation of such forecasts at an airport· is c·lear and is dealt with in more detail in paragraph
6.3. For other less highly organized communities the difficulty is getting
the information over to the user while the forecast is still valid. Most often
this entails waiting for the user to ask for the information and until more
publicity is given to the ability t6 supply this information its utility is
hard to assess. It would seem likely that in large cities and ports 1n particular there are potential users. For example, the onset of rain may.lead to
many more people using public transport than usual with consequent overloading
of the services leading to frustration and delay; the darkening of the sky
accompanying rain may lead to a sudden unforeseen demand on electricity supplies. Delays on building construction or loading and unloading of perishable
goods at a port could be cut to a minimum. The, perhaps more trivial, personal
enquiries from the general public should not, of course, be overlooked since
the good will of the public is important to all meteorological services.
Severe storm warnings are discussed in paragraph 6.4 but here again,
except in areas prone to such . storms, . the difficulty lies in supplying the·
information at short notice but without causing undue alarm.;
6.3

Aviation forecasting
(Note
In the paragraphs which follow under this section procedures
are discussed and recommendations made which may be incapable of fulfilment at busy airports, nor would all meteorological services bB
willing to accept the responsibilities envisaged for the forecaster.
Nevertheless there appeared to be an advantage in giving the ideal
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while recognlZlng that hard facts make attainment of the ideal so often
impossible.)
Over much of the earth's surface, the major hazard to aviation is the
well-developed cumulonimbus. Flight within or below this type of cloud with
its associated turbulence, abrupt wind changes,poor visibility and heavy precipitation, is usually difficult, if not actually dangerous. The use of storm
warning radar by the forecaster, working in close collaboration with the pilot,
can often prevent unnecessary encounters with cumulonimbus and thereby enable
the pilot to make his flight with greater safety. It is perhaps of greatest
value at night in translating a cloud-covered sky confused with lightning into a delimited pattern on the cathode ray tube. Such radar at the destination
·airport is especially helpful in turbojet and turboprop aircraft operations
where the uneconomical fuel consumption at low altitudes and the limited
diversiori capacity necessitates rapid decisions.
There are four occasions when.meteorological radar can be used as a
direct aid to the pilot. These are: (1) during the approach to the airport,
the descent, and the landing; (2) in pre-flight planning and briefing; (3) during take-off and climb to cruising altitude; and (4) during a flight at cruising altitude within radar range.
6.3.1

~PEr.2~h~ ~e.§c.!!n.:!; ~n~

laEdln,g
The use of radar is invaluable in preparing accurately timed shortperiod forecasts of improvements or deteriorations caused by precipitation.
I t permits advice to be given to the pilot enabling him to deviate, hold altitude and delay descent, or to accelerate descent as may be desirable. Throughout an approach when clear flight is not possible, storm cell dimensions arid
positions in polar co-ordinates may'be passed to.the pilot, who can then decide on the appropriate sequence of dog-leg courses. Generally the closer the
aircraft to the airfield and the lower its altitude, the more detailed and
less coarse must be the information and advice tendered to the pilot. If the
potentialities of the radar are to be fully exploited, .it is desirable to
maintain a flight watch on the aircraft for the last 30 to 45 minutes of its
flight and certainly before the top of its descent. By the time it reaches
radar range, the pilot should receive a landing forecast for the ETA together
with a general description of conditions for the route inwards to the airport
with any recommendations as to the precise route the forecaster may consider
making.
6.3.2 l.'r.!!-illg.!!t_plaEnlng ~n~ ErleiiEg_
From the radar display and the current situation depicted on the synoptic charts, the forecaster can brief the airline operations officer on the
conditions which will prevail for take-off and climb-away, and at least the
beginning of the flight can be planned with greater confidence than is possible in the absence of radar. At this stage, a briefing with the radar is not
always necessary, but shortly before take-off, it is advisable for the pilot
and navigator to undertake a normal briefing· at the forecast office and to
receive take-off and climb briefing on the actual radar display. Much explana-
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tion is thereby saved and the pilot is, placed in the best position to decide
upon his precise tim~ of take-off and to plan on the direction of climb-away.
Ia.!se.=0if_ aEd_ cli!1b_
Under disturbed conditions, a continuous radar watch should be maintained, and the forecaster kept in RIT contact with the pilot for as long as
may be necessary from the time the aircraft taxis out and takes off. Once the
aircraft has l~ft the ground, a watch is kept as described in paragraph 6.3.1
above, and the pilot is kept informed of the movements and developments of
on-climb storms.
6.3.3

6.3.4 E1.!:gEt_aEd_cEujs~n.91exel

A watch must be kept and messages passed
described in paragraph 6.3.2.

in exactly

the same way as

To make the most efficient use of the radar, the forecaster must first
be iii a position to maintain a reasonably constant watch on the display in
order to relate events depicted there with the other information available to
him. Unless he can do so, he cannot acquire a confident understanding of the
tendency of development. Secondly, for in-flight operations he must be able
to pass information immediately and directly to the pilot; it is unsatisfactory to have to relay messages via an air traffic control or by ~T since
this prevents rapid and confident co-ordination between forecaster and pilot.
Thirdly, it must be emphasized that the radar must be capable of a sufficiently high rate ,of rotation if both the aircraft and the storm patterns are
to be kept in view.
Under really difficult conditions, an approach should be regarded as a
joint operation involving the forecaster, the air traffic control officer and
the pilot, continuing until the pilot is under the direct control of the
landing system. It is not a difficult matter to arrive at a satisfactory modus
operandi, and experience has shown that once pilots and forecasters have become thoroughly acquainted with the meteorological radar'technique, it becomes
immensely popular, not simply because it is a valuable meteorological tool,
but largely because it is an additional safety measure in which they may
repose the highest confidence.
lcjn.9
Stations equipped with R.H.I. are able to see directly,from the height
of the bright band, the height of the level of melting snow and any variation
there may be owing to continued precipitation. They are then able to give accurate information on the melting level without recourse to infrequent radiosonde ascents and the difficulties of interpolation in time and distance. The
vertical extent of radar echo above the bright band gives at least a minimum
height to which cloud must extend, although layers clear of cloud would not
always be identified since precipitation would be falling through them.

6.3.5

Whether the echoing region itself above the bright band is an area of
increased or decreased icing risk has not been positively' determined, but it
must be remembered that very many icing clouds never contain particles large
and numerous enough to give a radar echo.
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Severe storm warning

This is one of the most important applications of meteorological radar
at the present time. A successful radar storm warning system depends not only
upon operation of the radar by skilled personnel but upon communicating the
warnings to the general pUblic or other interests concerned.
In the ideal case the synoptic forecaster recognizes the day as one
during which severe storms are likely to form, people concerned are advised
of the possibility of storms and the radar operators are alerted to watch for
the development of the storms. Then, as the storms begin to develop, their
position and movement is reported to the pUblic and necessary precautions are
advised.
In actual practice, however, the first indication to the forecasters
of the possibility of severe storms may be the outbreak of radar echoes. In
cases where the forecaster is uncertain of . the precise area for which to
forecast severe local storms, because of the uncertainty of synoptic parameters, the radar may serve to localize the area for him and the storms may
be predicted d~wnwind of the first radar echo.
It is usually well, at least until radar observers are skilled, to attempt to determine by telephone what kind of weather is actually occurring on
the ground near the intense echoes. In addition to the training value, this
technique has the added advantage of assisting in the precise determination
of the nature of the storm and associated wind, something that is difficult
with the radar alone.
If public warnings, based on the radar information,
radio, even a few minutes warning of the onset of a tornado
be sufficient to effect savings to life and property.

can be issued by
or hailstorm may

Hurricane warnings, because of the much greater extent of the hurricane
circulation, are naturally the province of the synoptic analyst and forecaster
and warnings would usually be issued long before positive radar information
could be available. If, however, the radar can be left in operation as the
eye of the storm approaches - probably by no means easy - useful precise information could be given on the track of the eye and the advantage of the
continuous information provided by radar, in contrast to the intermittent
synoptic reports, would be very great. In areas where stations are sparse,
the precipitation associated with squalls and "easterly waves", which may be
precursors of hurricanes, can often be first detected by radar.
6.5

Hydrology

Radar has a great potential in hydrological services, especially
flash-flood forecasting and the management of water resources.

in

Flash-flood forecasting is very difficult because of the apparently
erratic behaviour of the storms that produce these floods, the sparseness of
rain gauges in danger areas, the likelihood of damage to communications during the storm and the infrequency of reports. Much valuable information as to
flood potential can be gained by simply watching the radar display. If intense
echoes persist over a catchment area for several hours there is a flood danger,
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particularlY if weather in the preceding days or weeks has led to the ground
being saturated, or nearly so. If the radar echoes are moving across the
catchment area consideration must then be given to the orientation and movement of the echoes with respect to that area.
A good subjective estunate of the amount and coverage of rainfall can
be obtained by taking a long-time-exposure photograph of the P.P.I. (up to
six hours duration can be achieved with the camera lens suitably filtered).
The moving. echoes leave their trails upon the photograph· and the density of
the photographic trace is a rough measure of the integrated echo intensity
over the period of the exposure. This echo intensity can be correlated with
rainfall totals received from synoptic stations and, if account is taken of
range and attenuation effects, very successful rainfall information may be
obtained. An example is given in Figure 27.
By selecting a radar not susceptible to precipitation attenuation and
incorporating circuits (e.g.· sensitivity time control) which c6mpEHIsate for
range attenuation good quantitative estimates of rainfall are possible if the
radar is carefully calibrated and maintained. The limitations imposed by
height of the bright band must be borne in mind since many radars giving
P.P.I. information have wide vertical beam-widths (see paragraph 1.11), so
that at longer ranges the beam is certainly not filled by scattering particles
having a uniform distribution. For rainfall distribution, therefore, it would
be best to use a beam which is narrow in the vertical and confine measurements to ranges at which it h certain that the beam is filled with raindrops.
Correlation· with raingauge readings is a useful check on calibration which
should always be used when such readings are available.

Methods are now being developed to draw contours of radar echo intensity, both on P.P.I. and R.H.I. displays, by electronic means.
The intelligent handling of water control structures such as dams, irrigation facilities, canals, etc., can be much assisted by the application of
radar data to the hydrologic problem. Radar may also offer the only way to
make rainfall measurements over inaccessible areas such as mountains and
large lakes and could contribute notably to the measurement of rainfall at
sea.

6.6

Climatology
Radar could contribute to the rainfall climatology of an area. Studies
of frequency of occurrence of rainfall can be made by analyzing the occurrences in sectors of a grid, a similar·technique could be used in a search
for orographic.effects on precipitation.

A handicap would be the need to operate on a continuous basis with the
of handling the large quantities of film used and the fact that, for
maximum utility, a knowledge of echo intensities as well as distribution is
required. This involves the use of more refined and expensive techniques (see
paragraph 7.2 on pulse integrator).
prob~em
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Synoptic analysis

Radar can be of assistance to the analyst in giving the precise orientation and speed of movement of rain belts and can frequently give early indications of intensification or, decay of existing rain areas, evidence which
is difficult to obtain even from successive hourly charts.
The ultimate use of radar for this purpose, as discussed in paragraph
6.1, would be the putting together at a single location of the simultaneous
radar reports from a number of stations at invervals of, say, three to six
hours. These composite displays would be very valuable to the analyst in placing fron~s and determining the height of the melting level and character of
air masses, and could give evidence of development or decay long before it
became clear from synoptic charts (Figure 26). Communications difficulties
and cost may be deterrents to central automatic display of the data but much
could be done at a central station with coded (or plain language) messages
concentrating only on the important features. A composite message could be
prepared there for synoptic use. On occasions, unique meso-scale features can
be seen e.g. "pressure-jump" line, an atmospheric gravity wave which can sometimes be seen, it is thought, by reflection from the high refractive index
gradient at the wave front (Figure 14).
6.8

At sea
Many merchant ships are now fitted with P.P.I. radar the primary purpose of which is to assist in navigation, particularly in confined areas such
as rivers and approaches to harbours. Because the navigational requirement is
for high precision at short ranges (e.g. a few km) and because coast lines
and ships themselves are usually good radar targets, it has been possible to
meet this requirement with rather low power radars (e.g. 10 - 20 kW peak power
output). Space limitations preclude the use of large aerials so that to gain
maximum discrimination it is necessary to use a wavelength of 3 cm; even so
beam-widths in use are rarely less than about 2°. Furthermore it is, of course,
impossible to site the aerial more than a few metres above sea level so that
the radio horizon is at a limited range. For these reasons most marine radars
are not ideally suited for precipitation detection at great ranges. Nevertheless such is the sparseness of reports from ocean areas that any report which
can give precipitation conditions over 'an area as distinct from a point only
must represent a gain in information leading to an improvement in analysis
over these areas. It would seem worth-while therefore to encourage captains
of ships equipped with radar to add some radar information to their normal
synoptic reports. It is not envisaged, nor desirable, that such reports should
be detailed in character, since the detail will have lost its value long before its receipt by other interested parties. A short plain-language report
giving the nature of the echoes observed, their orientation and movement would
provide a useful amplification of a synoptic report. For example, a synoptic
report from a ship in the North Atlantic might give continuous rain with a
strong South-westerly wind, _but how much more useful this report would be if
a statement was given that the radar indicated a clearing edge 20 miles to
the NW oriented SW-NE and moving SE at 30 kt. It might otherwise be six hours
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before confirmation
optic report.

of the passage

of the front was given

by the next syn-

Usefulness to the mariner himself (apart from its primary purpose in
navigation) is more difficult to assess since, by long training and experience, the seaman must feel himself able to cope with all weather likely to be
encountered except perhaps the tropical hurricanes. In this latter case the
radar is unlikely to be of value. since the ship will already be dangerously
close to the centre of the storm before its low-powered radar would indicate
the centre. When in port the ship's radar has sometimes been used with success for short-period forecasting thus ensuring that perishable cargoes were
loaded in the dry and making maximum use of dock labour.

7.

7.1

USE OF RADAR IN METEOROlOGICAL RESEARCH

Introduction

In this Technical Note it is clearly impossible to go deeply into all
the various uses which have been, or could be, made of radar in research
studies. It is considered worth-while, however, to give an outline of some of
the lines of research which can be followed. Some of the studies described in
the following paragraphs require the use of specialized and expensive equipment of a laboratory type, but there are nevertheless other studies which can
. usefully be made using P.P.I. radar alone. It is worth emphasizing that much
of the research work so far described in the literature has been accomplished
in temperate climates and there is a dearth of information from tropical
countries. Studies, for example, of the diurnal and seasonal variation in the
thunderstorm distribution and intensity in many tropical areas would be of
extreme interest to aviation, and there is no doubt that the study of precipitation patterns by 'radar in those and other preas must contribute substantially to the understanding of weather processes.
7.2

Echo-intensity measurements

Quantitative measurements of echo intensity can be used in studies of
precipitation growth and rainfallintensities. With a vertically-pointed radar
or height-range radar the variations of the parameter 2:D6 with height can be
determined, leading to conclusions on the variation of raindrop size with
height. To make the measurements an A-scope is usually used and the signal
from precipitation is compared with a signal of known amplitude injected from
a signal generator. Alternatively for small signals the amplitude is measured
in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio.
Vertically-pointing rad~r as usually supplied cannot give. worth-while
measurements from the first few hundred metres above the equipment owing to
the time taken for the receiver to recover full sensitivity after being
switched out during the outgoing transmitted pulse. This difficulty can be
resolved by using separate transmitting and receiving aerials but also, much
less expensively, by using height range radar at very short range, if the site
is reasonably unobstructed.
For use on the P.P.I., where it would be too laborious and time-consuming to make measurements on every azimuth on which there was an echo, two
methods of measurement are possible. One is to have the gain control of the
receiver calibrated and take photographs at different gain settings until all
echo has disappeared. The other method, developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is to use equipment called the pulse integrator which
averages electronically over a given small interval of time the signal received from a pre-set range interval.
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Echo intensity and rate of rainfall

As discussed in Part 6, radar may have considerable application, particularly in sparsely inhabited areas and in tropical areas where the precipitation is heavy but sporadic, in determining instantaneous rainfall rates over
a wide area and by integration (e.g. by photography or pulse integrator) total
rainfall.
It must be emphasized however that the equation re1ating radar echo
intensity to rate of rainfall is an empirical one based on measured drop-size
distributions at the ground in temperate climates. It is by no means· certain,
and in fact there is some evidence against, that the drop-size distributions
obtained in temperate climates are applicable to tropical areas or to considerable heights above the ground.
It is therefore recommended that there should be further study of the
empirical echo intensity - rainfall relationship, particularly in tropical
areas.

Movement of precipitation belts
The movements of precipitation belts can be determined directly from
P.P.I. displays and studies in America and England have suggested correlation
between the movement of such belts and the wind at about 700 mb. It would be
of interest to have this correlation examined in other parts of the world as
an aid to forecasting generally.

7.4

7.5

Growth and decay of precipitation .areas

There are many studies which can be made on this subject with the aid
of radar equipment the results of which could have more than local significance.

Most tropical areas·are particularly well suited at certain times of
the year for· the investigation of thunderstorms. The movement and lifetime of
individual cells, the generation of new cells in relation to old and the tendency for isolated thunderstorms to amalgamate into large thundery areas are
examples of subjects which could be studied with profit both to local forecasting and to the science in general.
There is a marked tendency on many occasions for showers in all parts
of the world to be much less randomly distributed than is generally imagined.
Frequently there is a recognisable pattern of shower activity which if
thoroughly understood could give greater. precision to forecasts of showers.
By demonstrating the existence of an ordered grouping of showers radar contributes to the study of this problem, although it is recognized that further
investigation may require synoptic observations at the surface and in the
upper air on a scale difficult to achieve.
Suitably sited radars could contribute considerably to studies of orographic precipitation and are sometimes used in assessing the effects,if any,
of cloud-seeding experiments.
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Precipitation generating elements

A number of studies have been made on the precipitation streaks, observed primarily on height-range radars, which have their origin in isolated
generating elements. Apart from giving evidence of wind-shear in the vertical
in areas where wind observations may be few, there are more fundamental research studies which can be made into the levels and temperatures of formation and the degree to which the streaks contribute to the total rainfall by
their natural seeding of underlying supercooled water clouds.
7.7

Use of vertically-looking radar

Vertically-looking radar on 8 mm wavelength provides a means of detecting particles in the atmosphere about an order of magnitude smaller than
those detected by P.P.I. and R.H.I. radars using 3 or 10 cm wavelengths.
Clouds containing water droplets of the order of 50 - 100 [L diameter or ice
crystals of similar dimensions vertically above the station can be detected
and using facsimile presentation (Figure 28) the change in the overhead distribution with time can be portrayed. Because of wind-shear effects there are
considerable difficulties in interpreting the pictures obtained.
Although 8 mm wavelength gives greater resolution, and because of the
A' factor greater sensitivity, similar studies are also possible with vertically-looking radars operating on longer wavelengths and using the same method
of presentation. Three cm wavelength radar, for example, has given interesting results in such studies. For absolute measurement of signal intensity an
A-scope presentation can be used but a facsimile recorder has been developed
in France which draws the contours of two different levels of echo intensity
directly in two different colours.
7.8

Co-operation with meteorological research aircraft

Radar gives the meteorologist the ability to measure with considerable
accuracy at any point in space the value of the express·ion L: D' above a certain threshold value set by the characteristics of the equipment used. This
is a difficult expression to interpret meteorologically, .even when dealing
only with raindrops, but the difficulties are increased enormously when there
is reason to suppose that the scattering particles may be ice or a mixture of
ice and water. It is this difficUlty which precludes the full quantitative or
qualitative use of the radar information and one that can only be resolved by
measuring other meteorological parameters simultaneously to the same degree
of accuracy. This, of course, can be achieved by flying a meteorological research aircraft in the volume from which radar responses are being received
so that the echo from the aircraft is simultaneously recorded with the weather
echo •. Some flights of this character have been made and useful results obtained but more information is required. For successful operation the aircraft
should be controlled from the radar being used for weather purposes but unfortunately, with the increasing restrictions on random flying, this is becoming almost impossible to.achieve. It is well worth considering, however, by
those fortunate enough to be in an area where air traffic is light.
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Constant level P.P.I. photographs·

One of the difficulties associated with the interpretation of P.P.I.
pictures arises from the fact that the height above sea level of the outgoing·
beam increases with range, owing to the curvature of the earth and to the fact
that . most P.P.I. radars are operated with the beam inclined a degree or two
to the horizontal to minimize unwanted ground returns. In addition many P.P.I.
aerials give a wide beam-width in the vertical to ensure that no worth-while
return of signal is missed. For many research studies a picture of the precipitation pattern at constant altitude above the earth and at several altitudes
would give information on the change of precipitation with height Over great·er
areas and more readily than using R.H.I. This can be achieved by using a narrow beam-width in the vertical as well as the horizontal, i.e. an aerial with
a large circular aperture, and scanning at angles of elevation separated by
about a beam-width. A certain height above sea level would be represented by
different angles of elevation at different ranges so that from a set of P.P.I.
photographs taken at various ang les of elevation several composite constant
level P.P.I. pictures can be built up by selecting the appropriate annulus of
each individual photograph. An ingenious method of doing this electronically
has been devised by the Stormy Weather Group at McGill University, Montreal.
7.10

Doppler radar

Doppler radar measures the component of motion of scattering targets
in the direction of the transmitter/receiver using the Doppler shift in transmitted frequency. It can discriminate between motions towards or away from
the radar.
Viewing horizontally, attempts are being made to use such radars to
identify tornadoes, the supposition being that the unusually rapid motion of
the particles in the funnel cloud, or the raindrops in the mother cloud,
would give an unique return.
Viewing vertically the radar appears to have promise as a research tool
in tvrbulence studies and in the measurement of vertical velocities in precipitation. Complications of interpretation will, however, undoubtedly arise
from the lack of knowledge of size distributions of raindrops or hailstones
at the time and place of observation, e.g. an echoing particle 3,000 m up approaching the radar at 10 m/sec might be a raindrop in a downcurrentof 5 m/sec
or a hailstone in an up-current of 1 m/sec, say. With any wind at all the
particle would not fallon the radar site and so observations on the ground
would not necessarily be typical of the particles returning the signal from
abcve the ground.
7.11

Echo fluctuations and turbulence

Experiments are being conducted to attempt to relate the pulse-to-pulse
fluctuations in the radar echo to the turbulence existing in the volume from
which the echo is received. The equipment involves, first, a device to render
the rapidly pUlsating echoes more amenable to analysis and an integrator that
averages the echo intensities and counts the number of times that· the echo
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intensities exceed or fall below this average value by known amounts. The
supposition is that the more turbulent the air the more violent will be the
fluctuations of echo intensity.
Similar experiments conducted in France have shown that the period of
the pUlse-to-pulse fluctuations in echo intensity is related to the nature of
the particles. Thus the mean period of the fluctuations in snow is of the
order of 18 to 30 millisec, in the bright band 12 millisec and in rain less
than 6 millisec. The period appears to be inversely related to the mean differences between the fall-speeds possible for the particles contributing to
the echo. Thus in snow the range of possible fall-speeds of snowflakes (e.g.
1 to 2 mVsec) is less than that for raindrops (e.g. 5 to 8 m/sec).
7.12

Studies using circular polarization

Reference was made in paragraph 2.2.2.3 to the use of circular polarization in distinguishing between rain echoes and permanent echoes. Studies
have also been made using circular polarization aimed at drawing the distinction between spherical and non-spherical scatterers. This is achieved by
measuring the reduction in received power when changing from plane to ·circular
polarization. The cancellation ratio, which is the ratio of the back-scattered power when the· radiation is circularly polarized to that when the radiation is plane polarized is a measure of the departure from sphericity. For
spherical drops if the polarization was perfect the cancellation ratio would
be zero but for snowflakes and ice crystals which depart appreciably from
sphericity there is a detectable cross-polarized component.
As in so many radar studies the confirmation of theory by the results
of experiments is handicapped by the lack of precise knowledge of the physical properties of the scatterers at the time and height at which observations
are made.

APPENDIX
FURTHER DETAILS OF PHJTOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS
Photograph 1
This photograph shows the echo from the wide-spread but rather
uniform precipitation associated with a warm front. Note that, compared with
photograph 9, there is no clear cut edge to the echo but the echo fades gradually with range. The radial spokes in the echo are caused by screening of
the radiation by trees close to the transmitter. Regularly spaced radial lines
are at 20° intervals, the brightest pointing to magnetic North.
Concentric circles are range-markers at 10 mi; intervals, the furthest
marker visible being at 130 mi.
Characteristics of equipment used : wavelength 10 em, peak power output 500 kW, pulse length 2 microsec, pulse repetition frequency 500 sec-I,
cheese type aerial giving beam-widths of 1 to in the horizontal and 6° in the·
vertical.
Photograph 2
This is typical of the range-height display when the prenp~
tation is coming from stratified clouds. Wide-spread light rain is occurring
and the "bright band" associated with the melting level is clearly visible
near 12,000 ft.
Characteristics of equipment : AN/CPS-9 radar, wavelength 3 em, peak
power output 250 kW, pulse length 5 microsec, dish aerial giving 1° conical
beam.
Photograph 3
Echoes from isolated precipitation streaks originating in
discrete elements at a height of about 20,000 ft. The effect of variation of
wind with height is clearly shown and the fact that the streaks are from ice
crystals is demonstrated by the enhanced echo at the melting level below
5,000 ft. By making assumptions on particle fall speeds calculations of the
variation of wind compared with height can be made but the three-dimensional
picture is not always easy to determine.
----Characteristics of equipment : wavelength 3 em, peak power output
75 kW, pulse length 1 microsec, p.r.f. 1,000 sec-I, "orange peel" aerial giving beam-widths of 0.7° in the vertical and 2° in the horizontal.
Photograph 4
Echoes from showers which appear more or less randomly distributed. Note the hard clear edges to most of the echoes and the indications
of more than one cell in several. Diffuse edges area sign of decay of that
.part of the shower. Exploration by aircraft has shown that the most turbulent
parts of the cloud are often associated with the clear-cut echo edges.
Range markers are at 5 mi. intervals and the equipment characteristics
are the same as in photograph 1.
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Photograph 5
Typical of the echo from an isolated shower, 55 mi. from the
radar. A single cell is shown with top reaching almost to 25,000 ft. The detached smaller echoes at shorter and longer ranges may either be new cells
just developing or echoes from showers not directly in the beam. The question
could be resolved by rotating the aerial "to each side of its present bearing
and noting how the echoes changed. The P.P.I. with its narrow horizontal beamwidth would also decide.
Heavy black range-markers are at 10 mi. intervals and solid black almost horizontal lines at la,OOO ft intervals. Despite the appearance therefore
the echo is only about as tall as it is wide. The inclined bright line indicates when the beam is horizontal.
Characteristics of the equipment : as for photograph I except that the
beam-widths are I to in the vertical and 7 t ° in the horizontal.
Photograph 6
This is the same echo as photograph 5 but with the receiver
gain reduced. Note how the strongest part of the echo remains as a vertical
column with no sign of the bright band seen in photograph 2. The beam at this
range is some 8,000 ft in depth between half-power points so that there may
be some elongation of the echo displayed in the vertical on this account.
Photograph 7
This is a complex thunderstorm echo. Echo tops reach almost
to 30,000 ft and the horizontal extent at 20,000 ft is almost 35 mi. There are
signs of at least three strong "cells and this is brought out more clearly in
the next photograph.
Characteristics of the equipment : as for photograph 5.
Photograph 8
As for photograph 7 but with the receiver gain reduced. Note
how the nearest portion of the storm which gave diffuse echo in photograph 7
exhibits the bright-band effect (arrowed) at 5,000 ft. This is a sign that
this portion of the storm is in the decaying stage but there are clearly active cells at greater ranges.
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Photographs 9 to 12
These photographs demonstrate how the use of the gain
control can give qualitatively or quantitatively a more detailed appreciation
of echo intensities than can be gained from the normal full gain display.
There is no indication on photograph 9, for example, that the echo to the
south is much stronger than that to the south-west but this is clearly indicated by the time photograph 12 is reached. The effect of range attenuation
must be borne in mind, thus the echo power from a target at 20 mi. which is
just visible must be four times greater (6dB) than that from a target just
visible at 10 mi.
Characteristics of the equipment : as for photograph 1,
at 5 mi. intervals.
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Photograph 13
The radar in this photograph (CPS-9) is detecting a scattered line of thunderstorms. The individual storms are moving along the line of
storms towards the north-east. The black hole in the middle of some of the
storm echoes is an effect of the iso-echo contour circuit giving immediate
indication of the cores of highest echo intensity. (See photographs 9-12, if
iso-echo circuit had been available in these photographs, photograph. 12, for
example, might have been super-imposed on photograph 9, in black instead of
white.) Range markers are at 25 mi. intervals and the storm from which the
echo due west at about 85 mi. was received caused heavy wind damage and the
presence of a small tornado was confirmed. The large echo with solid black
hole 65 mi. to WNW is another severe thunderstorm which two hours later also
produce~ a tornado.
Characteristics of the equipment : as for photograph 2.
Photograph 14
The line-type echo or "precursor line" ahead of the main
precipitation echo is believed to be an echo from a line of atmospheric discontinuity associated with a pressure jump.
Range markers are at 10 n. mi. intervals.
Characteristics of ~quipment
wavelength 23 em, peak power output
750 kW, pulse length 6 microsec, pulse repetition frequency 200 sec-I, horizontal beam-width 1.3°, vertical beam-width 1.8°.
Photograph 15
The lower photograph shows the signal amplitude versus range
response from precipitation towards the top of the thunderstorm echo shown in
photograph 7. The upper photograph shows the same thunderstorm echo but with
a transient echo from a lightning discharge extending for some 10 mi. from
the distant edge of the storm echo. The amplitude of the echo is comparable
with that from the portion of the storm and the brilliance is less merely because of the transient nature of the phenomenon.
Characteristics of equipment : as for photograph 5.
The eye of the hurricane is clearly visible on this photoPhotograph 16
graph at a range of 40 n. mi. on a bearing of 243°. Range markers are at 20 n.
mi. intervals.
Characteristics of equipment: S P I M radar, wavelength 10 em, peak
power output 750 kW, pulse length 1 micro sec, 3° conical beam.
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Photograph 17
This is a collection of sections of P.P.I. photographs showing hooked echoes which were associated with confirmed tornadoes or funnel
clouds. The location of the funnel is indicated with an arrow. All photographs
are enlarged to the same scale but were taken on a variety of radars of different power outputs and 3 em or 10 em wavelengths.
Note, however, that sharp-edged, very bright echoes having protuberances of various kinds may also be seen with showers or thunderstorms with
which no tornado is associated (see, for example, photographs 4, 9 and 18).
Photograph 18
It is known with certainty that hail of cherry size was
falling at the time of this photograph at the position marked with a black dot
within the arrowed echo. There is nothing to distinguish this echo as displayed from others of the shower echoes occurring although intensity measurements
may have been significant.
Range markers are at 10 mi. intervals and the equipment characteristics
are as for photograph 1.
Photograph 19
This photograph was taken during wide-spread heavy snow with
the aerial inclined at 4° to the horizontal. Range markers are at 5 mi. intervals. Much of the snow is formed in discrete regions, not in. random array, at
a height of about 12,000 ft. The action of wind shear on the falling precipitation (see photograph 3) results in well defined trails which intersect the
conical surface of the radar beam to give the interesting patterns shown.
Equipment characteristics: AN!CPS-9 radar (see photograph 2).
Photograph 20
The arrowed echo is from lightning, so identified because
it is a transient echo not appearing on photographs taken a few seconds before or after. They have only been revealed by examination of consecutive
frames of time-lapse motion pictures but many such have been found in this
way, one as much as 100 mi. long.
Equipment characteristics as photograph 14~
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Photograph 21
This is typical of many dense "angel" displays which have
been observed. Time exposures show each individual echo to be moving, usually
in the approximate direction of the wind but with speeds in excess of the
wind-speed.
Range markers are at 5 mi. intervals
for photograph 1.

and the equipment is the same as

Photograph 22
This is a facsimile record from a vertically-pointing radar
using a wavelength of 1.25 em. There is a marked tendency for the "angels" to
occur in layers and the vertical extent of an individual echo is probably no
great~r than would be ·expected from the pulse-length used.
The sky was clear
at the time this observation was made.
Photograph 23
In this photograph the echo in centre of the display extending south-eastwards is from smoke. This prevents too great brilliance at
the centre of the display which often, owing to halation, adversely affects
photographs. The solid target north of the smoke plume is an aircraft.
The smoke echo has been magnified by use of "off-centering", the position of the radar being off the SE edge of the display instead of at the centre as usual. This effectively doubles the scale which can be used. Rangemarkers are at 5 n. mi. intervals and the equipment is the same as photograph 16 except that a 1 microsec pUlse is in use.
Photograph 24
This is a verticai cross-section through the smoke which is
the subject of photograph 23 but about one hour later. Range markers are at
10 mi. intervals and the adjustable height line is at 5,000 ft. Equipment as
in photograph 23.
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Photograph 25
This is an assemblage of echo information from different
radars. The photographs are simultaneous but the composite was made some time
after the event. The line of echoes is more than 1,600 km long and stretches
over much of the central United States. It illustrates the detailed information about precipitation which could be in the analyst's hands if communication problems could be solved.
Photograph 26
These are further composite photographs like photograph 25
illustrating the development as well as movement of precipitation. The line
of echo in the last photograph approaches 2,000 km in length across the central United States. With pictures of this type available promptly the first
positive evidence of development would be obtained long before it became clear
on synoptic charts.
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Photograph 27 - This photograph was obtained by a mUltiple exposure technique. It is the result of six exposures of the film at ten-minute intervals.
The area enclosed by an irregular heavy black line represents a river drainage
basin. The isohyetal map was drawn independently of the radar information and
it is clear that radar alone would have given a good idea of the area covered
by precipitation and the relative intensities.
Equipment characteristics : AN/CPS-6B. wavelenrth 10 em, peak power
output 700 kW, pulse length 1 microsec, p.r.f. 600 sec- , beam-width 2.2°.
Photograph 28
This is part of a time-altitude facsimile record of the
clouds and precipitation passing through the vertically pointing beam of a
1.25 em radar. It is classical in that it illustrates all the essential features of Bergeron-type precipitation. Sloping ice-crystal streamers are generated in Cirrocumulus-type cells, some of which are observed at 24,000 ft between 1230 and 1240 (EST). The streamers fall into and become part of a deck
of Altostratus-translucidus, whose bases lower in vertical mammata-type pendants which are .most frequently found at the lower end of the streamers. These
mammata pendants are generally correlated with the presence of scattered or
broken Altocumulus. The low vertical echo beginning at 1324 represents the
beginning of light ~o moderate rain and was associated with the passage overhead of a Cumulus congestus cloud moving from the SSE. The .vertical rain
echoes below 8,000 ft indicate the absence of significant shear. Changes in
the noise background are indicative of changes in receiver sensitivity. The
top of the snow region is not detectable at the reduced sensitivity which is
in use after about 1414. The echoes above 8,000 ft are primarily due to ice
crystals and snow (the radar is incapable of detecting most water clouds above
10,000 ft). The observations were made ahead of an occluded wave cyclone centred over Norfolk, Virginia, USA, with a warm front extending eastward. The
radar was located about 260 miles north of the warm front at 0730E. The temperatures indicated at the upper left were taken from the 1000E sounding ·at
Nantucket, Massachusetts.
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